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Tapered octagonal steel poles are used to support 138 kilo-volt electric 
transmission lines in urban areas where right-of-way corridors are restricted. These 
steel poles are supported by drilled shafts ranging from 3 to 5 feet in diameter. The 
drilled shafts are cast-in-place without casing when the soil profile consists of hard 
dry clays and clay shales as commonly found in western Oklahoma. Large 
moments are produced by the weight of the conductors and live loads produced by 
wind and ice. These moments, which are normally larger than the vertical and 
horizontal forces, range from 500 to 1000 kip-feet. Foundations ,to support these 
loads are difficult to design because of the complex soil-structure interaction. It is 
also difficult to obtain adequate soil samples for laboratory testing. Unconfined 
compression tests have been used when adequate core lengths can be obtained. 
However, due to the layering of the soils, recovery of samples having sufficient 
length to test is not always possible. The unconfined compression test also 
produces a failure transverse to the direction of loading in laterally-loaded drilled 
shafts. Direct shear tests have also been used to determine soil strength properties. 
Sample preparation is difficult, even though the direction of failure is the same as 
the loading experienced by the drilled shaft. No testing device was available to 
conduct a laterally-loaded in-situ test until the pressuremeter was developed by 
Louis Menard. The pressuremeter is lowered into a borehole and soil parameters 
are determined using empirical relationships from the test results. The 
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pressuremeter causes the soil to fail transverse to the borehole alignment, in the 
same direction experienced by a laterally-loaded drilled shaft. 
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has developed a computer 
program to design transmission line tower foundations. This semi-empirical 
program, called Moment Foundation Analysis and Design (MFAD) developed 
initially by Davidson {1982), uses pressuremeter and conventional laboratory test 
results as input information. This program was developed after conducting 14 field 
tests, one of which was located in O,klahoma City, Oklahoma. Commonwealth 
Electric,, located in Eastern Massachusetts, has reported the savings of 
approximately $100,000 on a million dollar project, which used the MFAD program 
for the design of 151 transmission towers (EPRI 1989). 
Briaud, Smith and Tucker (1985) also prepared a method for designing laterally 
loaded drilled piers using pressuremeter test data from 17 test sites. Their work 
included the modification of the BMCOL76 program developed at the University of 
Texas during the 1960s which used load-deflection curves as input criteria. 
Pressuremeter results are used to develop load-deflection curves for the BMCOL76 
program. 
Purpose and Scope of Study 
This research program had two primary objectives. The first objective was to 
determine whether the Menard Pressuremeter (MPM) yields realistic values when 
used in hard Permian clays and clay shale. The second objective was to determine 
if the MFAD and the BMCOL76 programs would give reasonable foundation design 
results. 
CHAPTER II 
USE OF THE PRESSUREMETER 
Historical Uses 
The use of the pressuremeter has been slow to gain acceptance by 
geotechnical engineers in the United States. Although the equipment has been 
used with apparent success in Europe, Canada, Australia, and the United States 
coastal areas where softer soil deposits can be found, conservative practices can be 
attributed to the lack of acceptance in the central plains of the United States. Much 
time has been devoted to correlating pressuremeter test results with more 
conventional laboratory methods of testing. Baguelin (1978) suggested this 
approach could lead to incorrect design values and prevent development of the full 
potential of the in-situ testing device. Nevertheless, few practicing geotechnical 
engineers have been willing to accept the use of the equipment and new design 
methods without some correlation with commonly accepted testing and design 
methods. Martin and Drahos (1986) investigated Calvert clay, a preconsolidated 
clay underlying the city of Richmond, Virginia. They successfully correlated 
pressuremeter and. laboratory data. Based on measured settlement and Menard's 
(1975) equations, empirical values were developed that accurately predicted 
settlement using pressuremeter data. 
Davidson and Bodine (1986) also reported the results of comparing 
pressuremeter data supplemented by a drilling, sampling, and laboratory testing 
program for a pile foundation to support a coal-fired power plant. They summarized 
their findings by indicating the pressuremeter is an effective soil characterization tool 
in soils which are difficult to sample and maintain in their in-situ structure if the 
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proper borehole preparation technique is used. In the stiff, slickensided clays at the 
power plant site, they reported pressuremeter derived strengths and moduli as 
being higher than those indicated from a conventional geotechnical investigation. 
However, they concluded the pressuremeter approach does not replace the need 
for laboratory testing; rather it complements and enables the laboratory testing to be 
optimized to a specific set of conditions identified by field measurements. 
Fahey and Jewell (1984) also conducted comparisons between modulus and 
shear strength values derived from pressuremeter tests with results of other in-situ 
tests. They performed pressuremeter tests in a range of sands, silts, clays, and. 
claystones in the vicinity of Perth, Australia. Pressuremeter tests were conducted 
using the English version of the Self-Boring Pressuremeter (SBPM) in soils and a 
high-pressure Menard pressuremeter in weak rocks. Their findings concluded that 
the standard penetration test, the dynamic cone and electric cone test did not 
provide an accurate method of settlement prediction if the shear modulus 
determined from the pressuremeter test is accepted as a "fundamental" soil 
parameter. They also suggested the shear strength derived from the pressuremeter 
test may need a reduction factor for use in settlement prediction, but additional 
research is necessary to support these findings. 
Pressuremeter Tests in Hard Soils and Weak Rocks 
Weak rocks and very hard, dry clays and clay shales often present inherent 
difficulties in sampling and testing. The use of the pressuremeter in weak rocks has 
been primarily limited to the MPM. In certain categories of weak rocks, such as 
some chalks, marls or mudstones, SBPM testing has been undertaken successfully; 
but presently the experience is relatively limited (Mair and Wood, 1987). The 
primary requirement for an MPM test is the formation of a good quality borehole with 
minimum disturbance. This requires extremely careful control. Results from 
pressuremeter tests can be assessed in conjunction with laboratory tests on 
carefully recovered rock cores, although it may not be possible to obtain cores 
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suitable for triaxial or direct shear testing. Mair and Wood (1987) also reported the 
undrained shear strength in marl, as determined using the pressuremeter, was 
normally much higher than that determined by either triaxial or unconfined 
compression tests. Undrained shear strength values determined by triaxial tests, 
ranging from 125 kNfm2, were correlated with values determined from 
pressuremeter test values of 300 to 500 kNfm2, respectively. 
Jewell and Fahey (1984) also performed pressuremeter tests using a new high-
pressure pressuremeter in siltstones and claystones. The high pressure 
pressuremeter developed at the University of Western Australia in conjunction with 
Golder Associates Pty. Ltd. has a nominal 20-mpa (2,900 psi) pressure capacity. 
CHAPTER Ill 
SITE LOCATIONS AND GEOLOGY 
Geological History 
The soils of interest investigated in the study were formed during the Permian 
period. The climate was warm and dry, and thick layers of gypsum and salt were 
deposited from evaporating sea water. Shallow seas covered the study sites 
intermittently from the Cambrian time to the middle of the Permian period. As these 
ancient seas evaporated, the Permian shales were over-consolidated through 
desiccation. These seas covered much of western Oklahoma and caused the soils 
to be formed in layers of interbedded sandstones, siltstones, and shales by 
alternating river delta and tidal-flats. The land generally sloped from the east to the 
west with many of the Permian soils originating in the Ozark uplift found along the 
eastern edge of the state and into what is now Missouri and Arkansas. As these 
elevated areas eroded, the material was carried by water to the vast marine lake 
(Dover, 1968). The red color of these Permian sandstones and shales comes from 
red iron oxide compounds in the form of oxidized minerals, such as hematite, 
deposited with the sands and muds. Soils found in the shallow depths of the study 
areas resulted from the weathering and disintegration of outcropping rock units. 
They are typically identified as the Renfrow Series, which are normally deep, well 
drained and very low permeability soils formed from weathered, clayey Permian 
shale. Reference to the process of how these soils were formed is a very important 
feature when considering the strength of soils. The layered deposition has caused a 
condition of anisotropy in the materials. This means the strength characteristics will 
be different when the soils are loaded perpendicular to the layers as compared to 
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when loaded parallel to the layers. This condition illustrates why an in-situ method 
of testing, where the load is applied parallel to the layer, is desirable when 
designing a laterally loaded pier. 
Site Locations and Soils 
Four of the five study sites are located in Oklahoma County with three of the 
sites located within five miles of one another. The first site is located on private 
property southeast of the intersection of Interstate Highways 35 and 240 and is 
designated as the "GAl Site" on Figure 1. This site was the location for one of the 
Electric Power Research Institute's full-scale tests conducted on drilled shafts 
throughout the United States in 1981. Two sites are located approximately five 
miles west of the GAl site. One site is located at the intersection of Interstate 
Highway 240 and May Avenue and is designated as the "May Site." Another site, 
the "1-44 Site," is located west of the May Site at the intersection of Interstate 
Highways 240 and 44. The remaining Oklahoma County site is located in the north-
central part of the county at the intersection of Broadway Extension (U.S. Highway 
77) and Interstate Highway 235. This site was referred to as the "Bdwy Site." The 
fifth site, the "Lawton Site," is located in southwestern Oklahoma within the City of 
Lawton as shown in Figure 1. Boring logs describing the soil profile at each site in 
shown in Figure 2. All five sites have the same characteristic red clay claystones 
and clay shales located at different depths beneath the surface of the ground and 
can be considered as "typical" occurrences of materials one might find when 
constructing an electric transmission line in western Oklahoma. 
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1 GAl SITE 
2. MAYSITE 
3. 144 SITE 
4. Bdwy SITE 
5. LAWTON SITE 
Figure 1. Test Site Locations 
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CHAPTER IV 
TEST EQUIPMENT, PRINCIPLES, AND PROCEDURES 
Test Equipment 
The MPM used in the research was manufactured by RocTest, Inc. of 
Plattsburgh, New York. The equipment is owned by the Oklahoma Department of 
Transportation (ODOT) who furnished the raw pressuremeter dated for the May, 
Bdwy, 1-44, and Lawton Sites. The manufacturer produces several models and the 
model chosen for this work was the G-Am model. The G-Am model comes with a 
control unit, one probe, one bottle of compressed nitrogen gas, and the associated 
tubing used to connect the probe and the control unit. The unit comes standard with 
gauges capable of measuring a range of pressures from 0 to 25 bars (52.2 ksf). A 
high pressure conversion kit can also be purchased. This accessory will allow the 
equipment to be used with working pressures up to 100 bars (208.9 ksf). According 
to the manufacturer, this feature allows the equipment to be used in stiff soils and 
soft rocks. The equipment used in the research had this modification. 
The control unit, shown in Figure 3, comes in a fiberglass case and includes 
pressure gauges and a manometer for reading the volume of water used to inflate 
the central measuring cell. The control unit is normally positioned adjacent to the 
borehole but yet in a location that allows a drilling truck to construct the borehole 
and the crew to conduct other forms of testing without requiring the control unit to be 
moved between tests. 
An NX (70 mm diameter) probe was used in the research. The probe is 70 em 
(27.6 in.) in length and weighs approximately 6.4 kg (14.1 lbs). The probe, as 
shown in Figure 4, is constructed with a cylindrical metal body with an inner rubber 
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Figure 3. Control Unit 
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Figure 4. Pressuremeter Probe 
Figure 5. Inflated Pressuremeter Probe 
1 3 
membrane and outer protective sheath mounted to form an independent cell when 
properly inflated. Figure 5 shows the inflated probe. The cell is inflated with water. 
Figure 6 shows the nitrogen gas bottle located on the left side of the control unit and 
the container of water located on the right side of the unit. The probe is attached to 
the drill stem and lowered into the borehole until the test elevation is reached. The 
test location must be at least 38 em (15 in.) above the bottom of the borehole to 
accommodate the portion of the probe below the central measuring cell. 
Test Procedures 
A drilling rig is used to advance a borehole at each test site. The method of 
advancement can be accomplished by different methods, but it is very important to 
reduce the disturbance of the borehole walls to a minimum. According to Finn 
(1984), the three major elements of disturbance of a borehole are: 
1. Collapse or partial collapse (bulging) of the borehole wall. 
2. Erosion of the borehole wall. 
3. Softening of the borehole wall. 
The Standard Test Method for Pressuremeter Testing in Soils is covered by 
ASTM Designation D 4719, hereafter referred to as the "Standard" (see Appendix 
E). This test was first standardized for use in the United States in 1987, but use of 
pressuremeter equipment preceded the Standard by more than 20 years. Although 
it is not the intent to restate the Standard in this work, it is necessary to emphasize 
several important points. Two conditions must be satisfied to obtain a satisfactory 
borehole. The diameter of the hole must meet the specified tolerances. For an NX 
size probe, the borehole cannot exceed 89 mm (3.5 in.). The other condition, 
according to the Standard, addresses the equipment and method used to prepare 
the hole to cause the least possible disturbance to the soil. It is imperative the 
pressuremeter test be performed immediately after the hole is formed. Figure 7 
illustrates the shape of the pressure versus volume curve for conditions where the 
Figure 6. Control Unit at Site 
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Figure 7. Pressuremeter Curve Shapes 
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borehole is too small, too large, and the ideal shape of the pressuremeter curve, 
respectively. 
The pressuremeter must be calibrated at sufficient intervals. This is due to the 
change in the flexibility or fatigue of the membrane after repeated expansion and 
contraction which occurs during each test. The Standard indicates "the instruments 
should be calibrated before each use to compensate for pressure and volume 
losses.'' The RocTest instructions give four conditions for the need to calibrate the 
equipment and they simply state that calibration should be done regularly. ODOT 
calibrates the equipment each time it is assembled for use or when a membrane or 
tubing failure occurs. The Standard allows for two different types of test procedures: 
the "Equal Pressure Increment Method" and the "Equal Volume Increment Method." 
In the Equal Pressure Method, the pressure is increased in equal increments and 
the corresponding volume is read at 30- and 60-second intervals. Likewise, in the 
Equal Volume Method, the volume is increased in equal increments and the 
pressure is read at 30- and 60-second intervals. The Equal Pressure Method was 
used in this study. 
Test Principles 
Although the purpose of this investigation is not to elaborate on the principles 
of the pressuremeter test, a brief synopsis is provided. In principle, pressuremeter 
tests are equally applicable to soils and rocks according to Mair and Wood (1987). 
The MPM is inserted into a pre-drilled borehole where the user has some 
knowledge of the different strata. The membrane is expanded against the 
surrounding soil under pressure. Outward radial deformation of the soil occurs as 
the membrane expands. The object of the test is to obtain the relationship between 
the applied pressure and deformation of the soil. Deformation of the soil is 
measured by the volume of fluid injected into the center cell. The result is an in-situ 
stress-strain response for each tested soil layer. The pressuremeter modulus or the 
soil modulus of deformation can be determined from the test results. The soil limit 
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pressure is also obtained from the test results. The lim it pressure can be considered 
as the ultimate loading pressure. 
CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Pressure meter Test Results 
A total of 29 pressuremeter tests were used in the research. Table 1 
summarizes the results of all pressuremeter tests. The initial pressure (Poh) and 
the net limit pressure (P.e*) were not reported by Davidson (1982). One should 
note the large limit pressures and pressuremeter moduli at the deeper depths 
where the clay-shales were encountered. A larger limit pressure indicates an 
increase in shear strength; the larger pressuremeter modulus (E0 ), which is similar 
to a modulus of deformation, implies the material is more rigid. This would be 
expected when shales s1milar to those found at the five sites are encountered. 
Some tests appeared to be flawed; one questionable test was conducted at 
the 3-foot level of the May Site. Figure 8 is the pressuremeter curve data for this 
particular test. When compared to Figure 7, one can conclude the hole may have 
been too small. A significant time interval occurred between the time the hole was 
drilled and when the pressuremeter test was performed. This could have allowed 
the borehole to decrease its diameter as the internal stresses in the soil relaxed 
after the drilling operation. Water also had to be bailed from the hole before the 
pressuremeter test was performed which would have facilitated the relaxation. This 
explanation emphasizes the need for a properly constructed borehole which is 
discussed in the Standard. Corrected pressuremeter data and curves for tests 
conducted at the four sites can be found in Appendix A. 
The limit pressure (P.t') is never obtained during field testing. Should the test 












PRESSUREMETER TEST RESULTS 
lnitral Limrt Net Lrmit 
Depth Pressure Pressure Pressure 
(Feet) Poh (ksf) PI (ksf) PI* (ksf) 
2.5 N/A 9.4 N/A 
7.5 N/A 15.7 N/A 
11.4 N/A 70.3 N/A 
2.5 1.8 17.8 16.0 
7.5 2.8 22.7 19.9 
11.4 4.5 87.0 82.5 
3.0 1.5 22.7 21.2 
6.0 1.4 22.0 20.6 
9.0 2.0 17.6 15.6 
12.5 2.0 32.6 30.6 
16.0 2.5 61.6 59.1 
19.0 4.0 51.6 47.6 
22.0 6.5 62.4 55.9 
25.0 4.0 45.2 41.2 
28.0 10.0 145.1 135.1 
2.5 0.8 18.8 18.0 
7.5 2.0 42.0 40.0 
10.0 3.0 37.9 34.9 
13.0 3.5 40.6 37.1 
16.5 75 177.0 169.5 
24.8 10.0 118.0 108.0 
3.0 1.0 13.0 11.8 
7.0 2.0 186.0 184.0 
10.0 2.0 60.0 58.0 
12.0 5.0 48.0 43.0 
14.0 2.2 85.0 82.8 
17.0 10.0 310.0 300.0 
4.0 3.0 28.8 25.8 
8.0 3.5 48.5 45.0 
12.0 3.8 34.8 31.0 
16.0 4.0 56.4 52.4 



























































May Avenue 3 Foot PMT 
Corrected Pressuremeter Curve 
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compensate for this dilemma, the Standard allows the user to use a plot of the 
inverse of the corrected volume readings versus the corrected pressure to 
determine the limit pressure. Figure 9 is taken from the Standard and illustrates the 
method of determining the limit pressure. Theoretically, the limit pressure is the 
pressure where infinite expansion of the borehole cavity occurs. For practical 
purposes, the limit pressure is defined as the pressure at which the inflated probe 
doubles the volume of the original soil cavity. 
The limit pressure determined from Figure 9 is approximately 18 tsf and the last 
available pressure reading is approximately 12 tsf. This is an interpolation of only 6 
tsf or appr:oximately 50 percent of the last available reading. It is not known 
whether the ASTM committee anticipated any problems that could occur with this 
approach. Figure 10 is the curve developed for the 1-44 Site at the 2.5 foot level. In 
this test, the limit pressure was estimated to be 18.8 ksf and the last pressure 
reading was at approximately 12.5 ksf. This condition reasonably relates to the 
example given in the Standard. Figure 11 is the plot used for the same site at the 
7.5 foot level. The last'available pressure reading occurred at approximately 21 ksf 
and the limit pressure occurs at nearly 42 ksf. This value is twice the value of the 
last available reading or a 200 percent increase. This phenomenon was also 
reported by Baguelin (1978) when he compared three methods of extrapolation 
and concluded the method described in the Standard was the only method of 
extrapolation that errs on the safe side by underestimating the value of the limit 
pressure. However, Baguelin warned the method used should not exceed 25 to 30 
percent of the data on the test curve, and extrapolation beyond these limits should 
be avoided. These occurrences can be expected when testing hard clays or weak 
rocks and when the limit pressure of the soil is considerably larger than the capacity 
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Figure 10. Inverse of Volume Versus Pressure, 1-44 Site, 2.5-Foot Depth 
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Estimation of the Undrained Shear Strength 
To evaluate the MPM in estimating reasonable strength characteristics for the 
Permian clays and clay shales, the undrained shear strength was chosen as a 
measure of the instrument's performance. A number of researchers have proposed 
methods to estimate the undrained shear strength from pressuremeter data. 
Baguelin (1978) used a log-log regression curve of the undrained shear strength 
(Su) versus the net limit pressure (Plj to develop Equation (1): 
Su = 0.21 (Pl*)075 ( 1 ) 
The net limit pressure given in Equation (1) must be in terms of tons per square foot. 
Briaud (1989) offered the simple relationship between the undrained shear 





Orchant (1986) also developed correlations between the undrained shear 
strength and the limit pressure. His work, shown as Equation (3), must have the 
limit pressure given in kilo-pascals: 
Pi 
Su = -+25 
10 
(3) 
Briaud (1989) developed a relationship between the pressuremeter modulus 




Briaud's data led him to conclude the relationship may be unreliable. However, this 
relationship was included in this study as one additional method of determining the 
undrained shear strength from the pressuremeter test. 
Jewel and Fawley (1984) suggested the undrained shear strength was a 
function of the change in pressuremeter pressure (dP) and the natural log of the 







The undrained shear strength can be graphically determined from the plot of 
pressuremeter pressure versus the natural log of the volumetric strain after the 
initial elastic phase as shown in Figure 12. An approximation for the volumetric 
strain was used in this research. The volumetric strain is equal to approximately 
two times the radial strain when very small increases occur in the radial distance. 
This would be a reasonable assumption for hard clays where the deformation is 
small; but it may be less correct in the more plastic soils typically found near the 
ground surface. 
Kulhawy (1990) suggested there is a relationship between the net limit 
pressure (P e*}, which is the difference between the limit pressure and the initial 
horizontal pressure, and the pressuremeter modulus. His equation, based on the 
cavity expansion theory, is as follows: 
Pt'* 





This equation can be solved by trial and error by assuming a value for the 
undrained shear strength (Su) in the right-hand portion of the equation and 
comparing the calculated result with the original assumption. 
Table 2 gives a summary of undrained shear strength values calculated using 
each of the equations presented above. Equation (4} yields a significantly different 
answer at deeper depths where the pressuremeter modulus is higher for clay-
shales. This may imply the equation is not suited for clay-shales found at the test 
sites. Equation (5) yields inconsistent results with Equations (1), (2), (3), and (6). 
The undrained shear strength values calculated from tests performed near the 
surface are typically two to five times the values calculated from Equations (1), (2), 
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UNDRAINED SHEAR STRENGTH VALUES 
S1te Depth Equat1on Equat1on Equat1on Equat1on Equat1on Equat1on Equat1on 
(Feet) p': 2''' 3'~ 4''' " ~·- 6''' 7 :': 
GAl 25 28 2 1 2 1 2 1 58 25 39 
(Hughes) 75 33 27 27 27 55 28 28 
11 4 97 11 0 11 0 11.0 20.0 83 48 
May 30 25 28 26 27 96 33 2.8 
60 24 27 26 24 N/A 32 27 
90 20 2 1 2 1 2.7 56 24 2.8 
12 5 32 41 36 62 11 3 40 3.7 
16 0 53 79 64 11 3 20 5 67 66 
19 0 45 63 53 8.3 97 57 5.5 
22 0 5 1 75 6 1 15 0 10 0 6.2 62 
25 0 4 1 55 46 25 15 0 58 50 
28 0 99 18 0 14 0 75 0 23 0 12 0 13 5 
144 25 22 23 23 1 12 10 3 3 1 25 
75 40 45 45 36 25 5 53 46 
10 0 36 40 40 09 13 5 56 4.3 
13.0 38 42 42 23 21 9 53 44 
16 5 11 7 17.5 17 5 46 8 92 0 15 3 15 5 
24 8 84 14 4 11 3 51 7 16 0 10 0 11 0 
Bdwy 30 24 1 6 1 7 1 5 43 2 1 20 
70 12 5 24 5 18 9 21 7 N/A 17 6 18 4 
10 0 52 77 63 63 22 0 70 66 
12 0 42 57 48 10 4 18 2 51 50 
14 0 69 11 0 88 84 20 5 93 90 
17 0 18 0 40 0 30 5 100 0 400 0 24 4 28 2 
Law 40 40 34 3 1 47 75 35 35 
80 6 1 60 50 18 3 12 0 50 55 
12 0 46 4 1 36 53 68 5.7 45 
16 0 69 70 57 12 2 80 60 64 
20 0 59 57 48 13 5 70 49 53 
*Kips per square foot. 
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pressuremeter moduli seem to be more consistent with the other equations with the 
exception of Equation (4). This observation may imply that the assumption made 
for the volumetric strain may be incorrect for the more plastic residual soils but more 
reasonable for the deeper unweathered shales. Equation (7) is discussed below. 
Unconfined compression tests conducted by Davidson (1982) at the GAl Site 
ranged from 4.0 to 9.2 ksf. These values are representative of values experienced 
by the author during his work in the Oklahoma City area over a 20-year period prior 
to this research. These values imply the undrained shear strength to be in the 
range of 2 to 5 ksf. Unfortunately, conventional laboratory testing was not 
performed on material from any of the research test sites. Poor recovery of 
sufficient sample lengths prevented the conduction of unconfined compression or 
triaxial shear tests. However, Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) were performed in 
residual soils at each site. Grain size analyses were also accomplished as a 
means to assist in logging the soils. 
Kulhawy (1990) examined the relationship between SPT N-values and 
undrained shear strength, given in ksf, and established the relationship given by 
Equation (7) to be reasonably accurate when the same drilling equipment, SPT 
procedure, and consistent reference undrained shear strengths were employed: 
Su = 0.58 N0.72 (7) 
Although the SPT test is considered to be unreliable for design purposes by some 
geotechnical engineers, the test was used in this research as a means to correlate 
geotechnical similarities between the different sites. This could only be 
accomplished for the residual soils, since it is impossible to drive the test device 
into hard unweathered shales. Two different pieces of drilling equipment were 
used during the field work. The same equipment was used for the May and Lawton 
sites and another piece of equipment was used at the 1-44 and Bdwy sites. The 
number of blows (N) counted during the STP was corrected, as recommended by 
Bowles (1988), for overburden pressure and the type of drilling rig to yield a 
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corrected value, Ncor· These values were used in Equation (7) to estimate the 
undrained shear strength as shown in Table 2. These same values and average 
values for undrained shear strength, as calculated from the pressuremeter test 
using Equations (1), (2), (3), and (6), are summarized in Table 3 along with the 
grain size analysis for soil passing a number 200 sieve, the Plasticity Index and the 
Liquid Limit. 
Undrained shear strengths calculated from SPT results are not 
numerically equal to those calculated from pressuremeter tests; but they are in the 
same order of magnitude and should only be used as a means to correlate 
similarities between soils found at different sites rather than depending on absolute 
values. Relative values of undrained shear strength generally increase with depth 
with higher values being located at the interface of the weathered and unweathered 
shale and the shale. With the exception of the Bdwy site, where the STP was 
suspended once the sandstone was encountered, the upper eight feet of residual 
soils at the other sites had the approximate same shear strength values, with the 
Lawton site having the highest value. The May site had the deepest horizon of 
residual soils whereas the Lawton site had shale reported at a depth of 24.7 feet. 
Based on the STP results, one would expect the Lawton site to be a weathered 
shale if not a hard clay or claystone. Using the Unified Soil Classification System, 
residual soils for the May, 1-44, Bdwy, and GAl sites have a classification of "CL" 
and can be considered to be quite similar. The higher Plasticity Index at the Lawton 
site produced a classification of "CH" which would also explain the higher shear 
strengths. 
The Bdwy site had over three feet of interbedded sandstone and shale below 
the three-foot level. The results of the pressuremeter test at the seven-foot level 
indicate a much higher net limit pressure than observed in the other residual soils. 
The sandstone material will have a direct influence on a laterally loaded drilled 
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TABLE 3 
RESIDUAL SOIL CHARACTERISTICS 
Su Avg Su % Passing Liquid 
Site Depth N Ncar SPT MPM Test #200 Sieve PI Limit 
May 3.0 18.0 15.0 2.0 2.8 89 37.0 54.0 
6.0 21.0 12.0 1.7 2.7 94 31.0 46.0 
9.0 11.0 5.0 0.9 2.8 93 19.0 36.0 
12. 5 28.0 11.0 1.6 3.7 99 21.0 45.0 
16.0 60.0 22.0 2.7 6.6 95 13.0 33.0 
1-44 2.5 19.0 15.0 2.0 2.5 87 20.0 36.0 
7.5 56.0 26.0 3.0 4.6 96 14.0 33.0 
Bdwy 3.0 20.0 1 5. 0 2.0 2.0 90 N/A 38.0 
Lawton 4.0 13.0 9.0 1.4 3.5 90 41.0 73.0 
8.0 25.0 13.0 1.8 5.5 82 29.0 58.0 
12.0 25.0 10.0 1.5 4.5 83 37.0 65.0 
16.0 39.0 14.0 1.9 6.4 87 44.0 66.0 
20.0 46.0 15.0 2.0 5.3 79 37.0 66.0 
GAl 2.5 17.0 14.0 1.9 2.4 87 18.0 40.0 
7.5 19.0 9.0 1.4 2.9 81 27.8 47.0 
11.4 50.0 19.0 2.4 10.0 N/A N/A N/A 
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shaft, enabling it to support a much higher load as a result of the higher limit 
pressure. 
The grain size analysis for the percent passing a number 200 sieve indicates 
that much of the material is clay size particles as supported by the Plasticity Index. 
This supports the conclusion that soils have similar classifications, although the 
Lawton site appears to have more clay size particles and a higher undrained shear 
strength. The information presented in Table 3 can be considered as a means to 
compare the five sites which are sufficiently similar geotechnically, and should 
exhibit similar strength trends but not necessarily the same absolute strength 
values. 
Full Scale Drilled Shaft Load Test 
Full-scale load tests were conducted as part of Davidson's (1982) work. 
Fourteen sites located throughout the United States were used in the investigation. 
Ten sites had granular soils and four sites had silts or combinations of silts and 
clays or shale. Only the GAl site had a clay overlying a shale. The other three sites, 
EPRI 1, 13, and 14, had cohesive-type soils. The EPRI 1 site, located in 
southwestern Pennsylvania, had alternating layers of stiff and medium stiff clayey 
silt overlying a sandy silt. The EPA I 13 site, located west of Portland, Oregon, had a 
stiff clayey silt for nearly the entire depth of the drilled shaft with a small layer of stiff 
silt at the bottom of the shaft. The EPRI 14 site, located in southwestern Iowa, had a 
stiff clayey silt overlying a medium stiff to stiff silty clay. Full-scale load test results at 
these four sites are shown in Figure 13. The four test shafts exhibit the same 
general shape for moment-deflection curves. All four test shafts have 
approximately the same deflection for groundline moments less than 650 k-ft. 
Davidson (1982) concluded the test shaft failed when a groundline moment caused 
a 2 degree rotation in the shaft. This caused a deflection of four to four and one-half 
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one might expect, since the strength of the soils to resist the moment varies from 
one site to another. Nevertheless, the trend of small deflections when small 
groundline moments were obtained and much larger deflections when larger 
moments are applied was consistent at all four sites. Therefore, data developed 
from the GAl drilled shaft should be representative for drilled shafts constructed to 
support similar loads at locations with comparable soils. 
Drilled Shaft Analysis Using Pressuremeter Data 
Two finite difference models were used to determine the feasibility of using the 
pressuremeter data as input data for drilled pier design and analysis. The two 
models included the MFAD and BMCOL76 programs previously mentioned. Both 
programs require basic input parameters such as shape, diameter, length, moment 
of inertia, and modulus of elasticity for the drilled shaft. 
The MFAD model uses input soil parameters of unit weight, pressuremeter 
modulus, friction angle, and cohesion. The program also uses a strength reduction 
factor developed to reduce the undrained shear strength of the soil. This reduction 
factor is a nonlinear function of the undrained shear strength and ranges from 0.40 
to 1.0. The MFAD program is very "user friendly" but it does require an IBM PC 
compatible computer with a math co-processor; a 20 megabyte hard disk drive is 
also recommended. However, the author found a 10 megabyte hard disk drive to be 
sufficient. A sample of the input and output report is presented in Appendix B. 
A pressuremeter reduction program (PRESRED) and a companion program for 
load-deflection (P-Y) curves (PYPMT) were developed by Briaud, Smith, and 
Tucker (1985) to complement the use of the BMCOL76 program. The PRESRED 
and PYPMT programs were written in BASIC computer language; the BMCOL76 
program was written in FORTRAN and compiled for an 8088 IBM compatible 
computer. These programs were not user friendly and the documentation was 
found to be very marginal. The soil input data included field pressuremeter 
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readings--information regarding the pressuremeter equipment such as the size of 
the probe and the depth of the test. Information developed in the PRESRED 
program was stored on disk and used in the PYPMT program. Likewise, 
information developed in the PYPMT program was saved and used as input for the 
BMCOL76 program. Reports from the PRESRED program are contained with 
pressuremeter curves in Appendix A. PYPMT results for .the May, Broadway, 1-44 
and Lawton sites are contained in Appendix C. Example input data and output 
reports which form the BMCOL76 program are presented in Appendix D. 
The GAl site was used as the primary means to test the programs and the 
pressuremeter data. The full-scale test was conducted after a 60-inch reinforced 
concrete drilled shaft was constructed to a length of 13.5 feet with one foot of length 
extending above ground. The test shaft was loaded using a tapered octagonal 
steel pole with a measured horizontal load applied at the top of the pole to create 
an applied moment at the top of the shaft. Davidson's (1982) pressuremeter results 
were used in MFAD to compare deflection at the top of the drilled shaft with actual 
full-test shaft deflections. The PRESRED and PYPMT programs were used to 
create pressuremeter data from Davidson's uncorrected pressuremeter test curves. 
This information was then used in the BMCOL program to determined the 
calculated deflection at the top of a shaft having the same physical characteristic as 
the test shaft. Results of the MFAD and BMCOL analyses and the observed full-
scale test are shown in Figure 14. The curve marked GAl uses the pressuremeter 
information reported by Davidson (1982). Values calculated from the 
pressuremeter test for the undrained shear strength as shown in Table 2 were used 
in the MFAD program as the '"cohesion" values. The friction angles were assumed 
to be zero. The full-scale test shaft and the MFAD program output using data 
reported by Davidson (shown as GAl) is in good agreement as shown in Figure 14. 
However, the deflections calculated from the BMCOL program do not agree with the 
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MFAD GAl plot appears to show much more deflection as the moment increases as 
did the full scale test shaft at the GAl site. Three possible explanations can be 
offered for the differences: 
1. The pressuremeter curves used as input data for the BMCOL analysis were 
not corrected and therefore influenced the results. 
2. The PRESRED and PYPMT programs may yield load deflection (P-Y) curves 
that are not representative of the behavior as a shaft placed and loaded in 
Perm ian clays and clay-shales. 
3. The BMCOL program may not be applicable for Permian clays and clay-
shales. 
To· explore these considerations, additional drilled shaft analyses were 
undertaken for a hypothetical 48-inch reinforced concrete drilled shaft, 18 feet long 
to be modeled using data from the other four sites. The shaft length was chosen so 
the shaft would extend well into the shale as opposed to the full-scale test shaft that 
only extended 2.5 feet into the shale. Values calculated as the undrained shear 
strength from the pressuremeter tests, shown in Table 2, were used for the 
"cohesion" values required as an input parameter in the MFAD program for each 
soil layer. Results of these analyses are shown in Figures 15,16,17, and 18 for the 
May, 1-44, Bdwy, and Lawton sites, respectively. Again, the BMCOL curve is almost 
linear. The MFAD curve shows a marked increase in deflection as the moment 
exceeds 3,000 k-ft. The Bdwy site exhibited the ability to resist the greatest load. 
This is the result of the interbedded sandstone and shale layer located 
approximately three and one-half feet below the ground surface. The May site only 
had approximately 4 feet of shale supporting the hypothetical drilled shaft whereas 
the 1-44 and Broadway sites had approximately 1 0 to 11 feet of shale surrounding 
the shaft. When this information is compared to the results obtained for the GAl site, 
the following observations can be made. 
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-1. The MFAD program produces results that agree with the full-scale load test 
trends as supported by the shape of the curves found in Figures 13 through 
18. 
2. The MFAD results for the GAl site agree with the full-scale drilled shaft test 
conducted at that site as shown in Figure 14. 
3. The PRESRED, PYPMT and BMCOL76 programs do not appear to be 
suitable for use in the Permian clay-shales as evidenced by the minimal 
deflection calculated at large moments as compared to the deflections 
reported by the MFAD program and the full-scale test at the GAl site. 
4. The pressuremeter appears to be suitable for use in residual soils based on 
the shape of the curves produced from MFAD data. 
5. Results of the analyses appear to be influenced by the amount of shale or 
sandstone and the depth of the formations. This is evident at the 1-44 and 
Bdwy sites where larger moments can be supported without excessive 
deflections. 
6. The pressuremeter test results taken in the shales, do not appear to 
adversely affect the drilled shaft analyses as indicated by the .shape of the 
curves. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the work presented herein: 
1. A pressuremeter capable of reading 2,900 psi (200 bars} is needed if a true 
limit pressure is to be determined for the shales. 
2. The type of pressuremeter should also be reconsidered for use in clay-
shales. Although a pressuremeter used for prebored holes is still the best 
selection, the volume measurements should be measured using a probe with 
electro-mechanical feeler gauges. This will allow very small volume 
increases to be measured which will improve the accuracy of the test results. 
3. The pressuremeter test can be used in Permian residual soils. A 
determination of how the pressuremeter test results might compare with a 
full-scale test shaft that extends well into the shales could not be deter-mined 
by the work contained herein, but the trend shows promise based on the 
modeling results conducted with the MFAD program at the four test sites. 
4. The PRESRED, PYPMT, and BMCOL76 programs do not appear suitable for 
analysis of laterally-loaded drilled shafts at sites where Permian clays and 
clays-shales are found without further studies. 
5. The MFAD program appears to correlate well with actual field test results at 
the GAl site, but use of the pressuremeter and MFAD programs for the clay-
shales should be applied cautiously since the full-scale test did not penetrate 




This work should be considered as a preliminary investigation. Only one full-
scale test has been conducted. The test ,shaft did not extend into the clay-shales a 
sufficient depth to determine exactly how the shaft might behave. Extensive use of 
the pressuremeter in the Permian clays and clay-shales has been limited. 
Additional work should be performed to reinforce and expand the knowledge 
gained from this research. Additional research should include the following: 
1. Full-scale testing of drilled shafts constructed well into the Permian clay-
shale layers. 
2. Use of a higher capacity pressuremeter, preferably having an electro-
mechanical sensing capability. 
3. Perform unconfined compression and direct shear tests on soils at various 
depths to better correlate in-situ and laboratory data needed for the MFAD 
program. 
4. Choose different sites that have the same soil characteristics. 
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APPENDIX A 
CORRECTED PRESSUREMETER DATA AND CURVES 
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I 235 & Broadway Extension 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 17.000 0.0 0.00 o.oo 0.44 
2 112.000 0.5 94.70 5.83 1.12 
3 132.000 1.0 114.40 7.00 2.09 
4 148.000 1.5 130.10 7.93 3.07 
5 164.000 2.0 145.80 8.85 4.06 
6 178.000 2.5 159.50 9.64 5.06 
7 200.000 3.0 181.20 10.89 6.04 
8 226.000 3.5 206.90 12.35 7.01 
9 264.000 4.0 244.60 14.46 7.93 
10 313.000 4.5 293.30 17.12 8.83 
11 381.000 5.0 361.00 20.73 9.68 
12 468.000 5.5 447.70 25.20 10.48 
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I 235 & Broadway Extension 10 Feet 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 57.000 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.87 
2 203.000 1.0 145.40 8.83 2.42 
3 218.000 2.0 159.80 9.66 4.46 
4 227.000 '3.0 168.20 10.15 6.52 
5 237.000 4.0 177.60 10.68 8.57 
6 245.000 5.0 185.00 11.11 10.64 
7 250.000 6.0 189.40 11.36 12.71 
8 262.000 8.0 200.20 11.97 16.85 
9 272.000 10.0 209.00 12.47 20.99 
10 288.000 12.0 223.80 13.30 25.12 
11 317.000 14.0 251.60 14.84 29.21 
12 338.000 16.0 271.60 15.94 33.32 
13 377.000 18.0 309.80 18.01 37.38 
14 430.000 20.0 362.00 20.78 41.41 
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I 235 & Broadway Extension 12 Feet 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"'3) (') (ksf) ----------------------------------------------------------------
1 70.000 o.o 0.00 o.oo 1.00 
2 299.000 4.0 226.60 13.46 8.55 
3 323.000 8.0 248.20 14.66 16.83 
4 370.000 12.0 292.80 17.10 25.04 
5 416.000 14.0 337.60 19.50 29.08 
6 489.000 16.0 409.60 23.26 33.05 
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Interstate 235 & Broadway Extension 14 Foot 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 155.000 0.0 0.00 0.00 1.12 
2 238.000 1.0 82.40 5.09 2.90 
3 245.000 2.0 88.80 5.48 4.96 
4 252.000 3.0 95.20 5.86 7.02 
5 259.000 4.0 101.60 6.24 9.08 
6 270.000 6.0 111.40 6.83 13.21 
7 276.000 8.0 116.20 7.11 17.37 
8 283.000 10.0 122.00 7.45 21.52 
9 287.000 12.0 124.80 7.62 25.68 
10 298.000 14.0 134.60 8.19 29.81_ 
11 311.000 16.0 146.60 8.90 33.95 
12 325.000 18.0 159.80 9.66 38.08 
13 345.000 20.0 179.00 10.77 42.20 
14 377.000 22.0 211.00 12.58 46.28 
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Interstate 235 & Broadway Extension 17 Feet 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cmA3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 135.000 0.0 0.00 o.oo 1.31 
2 199.000 2.0 62.80 3.90 5.24 
3 210.000 4.0 72.60 4.50 9.38 
4 216.000 6.0 77.40 4.79 13.53 
5 218.000 8.0 78.20 4.84 17.70 
6 220.000 10.0 79.00 4.89 21.87 
7 222.000 12.0 79.80 4.94 26.03 
8 226.000 16.0 81.60 5.04 34.37 
9 231.000 20.0 85.00 5.25 42.70 
10 234.000 25.0 88.00 5.43 53.13 
11 236.000 30.0 89.00 5.49 63.56 
12 240.000 35.0 92.00 5.67 73.98 
13 246.000 40.0 71.00 4.40 84.40 
14 251.000 45.0 53.00 3.30 94.82 
15 256.000 50.0 33.00 2.07 105.24 
16 265.000 55.0 20.00 1.26 115.64 
================================================================ 
Po = 10.0 ksf 
Eo = 10005 ksf 
Pl = 310.0 ksf 
Er = 0 ksf 
Pl* = 300.0 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 33.4 
================================================================ 
Broadway 17 Foot PMT 



















0 20 40 60 80 
Corrected Pre8t!IUre (k/af) 
52 
I44 2.5 PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 83.000 0.5 0.00 0.00 1.45 
2 172.000 '1.0 88.80 5.48 0.84 
3 258.000 1.5 174.60 10.51 1.06 
4 296.000 2.0 212.40 12.66 1.59 
5 323.000 2.5 239.20 14.16 2.34 
6 348.000 3.0 .264.00 15.53 3.18 
7 389.000 4.0 304.60 17.73 4.94 
8 445.000 5.0 360.20 20.69 6.60 










Pl* = 18.0 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 6.2 
================================================================ 
1-44 2.5 Foot PMT 

















0 2 4 6 8 
Corrected Pressure (k/ef) 
53 
I44 10 FOOT PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (kef) 
================================================================ 
1 172.000 1.0 0.00 0.00 2.96 
2 273.000 2.0 100.60 6.18 3.24 
3 326.000 3.0 153.20 9.28 4.87 
4 376.000 4.0 202.80 12.12 6.35 
5 431.000 5.0 257.40 15.16 7.87 
6 474.000 6.0 300.00 17.48 9.61 
7 502.000 7.0 327.60 18.96 11.49 
8 531.000 8.0 356.20 20.48 13.35 
9 558.000 9.0 382.80 21.87 15.23 










Pl* = 34.9 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 2.5 
================================================================ 
1-44 10 Foot PMT 

















4 6 6 10 12 14 16 
Corrected Pressure (k/sf) 
S4 
I44 13 FOOT PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (kef) 
================================================================ 
1 196.000 1.0 0.00 0.00 3.15 
2 285.000 2.0 88.60 5.47 3.58 
3 323.000 3.0 126.20 7.70 5.28 
4 357.000 4.0 159.80 9.66 7.09 
5 378.000 5.0 180.40 10.85 8.93 
6 402.000 6.0 204.00 12.19 10.69 










Pl* = 37.1 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 6.1 
================================================================ 
1-44 13 Foot PMT 




















0 2 4 6 !! 10 12 14 
Corrected Pressure (k/af) 
55 
!44 16.5 FOOT PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm'"'3) (%) (kef) 
================================================================ 
1 154.000 1.0 o.oo 0.00 3.37 
2 191.000 2.0 36.60 2.29 4.47 
3 198.000 3.0 43.20 2.70 6.47 
4 206.000 ·4. 0 50.80 3.17 8.45 
5 215.000 6.0 59.00 3.67 12.51 
6 219.000 8.0 62.20 3.87 16.64 
7 222.000 10.0 64.40 4.00 20.77 
8 230.000 15.0 70.40 4.37 31.11 
9 236.000 20.0 74.40 4.61 41.47 
10 243.000 25.0 79.40 4.91 51.82 
11 252.000 30.0 87.20 5.38 62.14 
12 264.000 35.0 98.20 6.04 72.45 
13 279.000 40.0 111.80 6.85 82.76 
14 295.000 45.0 126.54 7.72 93.07 
15 325.000 50.0 155.34 9.40 103.24 
16 350.000 55.0 179.46 10.79 113.34 
17 395.000 60.0 223.50 13.28 123.25 
18 459.000 65.0 287.30 16.80 133.17 










Pl* = 169.5 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 27.6 
================================================================ 
1-44 1 6.5 Foot PMT 















0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 
Corrected Preeeure (k/ef) 
56 
!44 24.8 FOOT PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
{cm"3) (%) {ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 .179.000 1.0 0.00 0.00 3.88 
2 227.000 2.0 47.60 2.97 4.85 
3 249.000 5.0 68.40 4.24 10.83 
4 262.000 10.0 79.40 4.91 21.10 
5 268.000 15.0 83.40 5.15 31.46 
6 274.000 20.0 87.40 5.39 41.82 
7 282.000 25.0 93.40 5.75 52.15 
8 296.000 30.0 106.20 6.52 62.47 
9 326.000 35.0 135.20 8.23 72.66 
10 447.000 40.0 254.80 15.02 81.79 
================================================================ 
Po = 10.0 ksf 
Eo = 5165 ksf 
Pl = 118.0 ksf 
Er = 0 ksf 
Pl* = 108.0 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 47.8 
================================================================ 
1-44 24.8 Foot PMT 


















0 20 40 60 80 
Corrected Pressur-e (k/af) 
I 240 & May Ave 3 Foot PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 132.000 0.5 o.oo 0.00 1.48 
2 243.000 1.0 110.70 6.79 1. 51 
3 256.000 1.5 123.40 7.54 2.48 
4 266.000 2.0 133.10 8.11 3.48 
5 275.000 2.5 141.80 8.62 4.48 
6 284.000 3.0 150.50 9.12 5.48 
7 302.000 4.0 167.90 10.13 7.49 
8 331.000 5.0 196.30 11.75 9.44 
9 369.000 6.0 233.70 13.85 11.36 
10 415.000 7.0 279.10 16.35 13.27 
11 477.000 8.0 340.50 19.65 15.12 










Pl* = 21.2 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 12.8 
================================================================ 
May Avenue 3 Foot PMT 


















0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
Corrected Pressure (k/of) 
58 
59 
I 240 & May Ave 6 Foot PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (kef) 
================================================================ 
1 146.000 0.5 0.00 0.00 1.67 
2 335.000 1.0 188.70 11.32 1.32 
3 414.000 1.5 267.40 15.71 2.03 
4 431.000 2.0 284.10 16.62 3.01 
5 436.000 2.5 288.80 16.88 4.03 
6 450.000 3.0 302.50 17.62 5.02 
7 483.000 4.0 334.90 19.35 6.99 










Pl* = 20.6 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 11.8 
================================================================ 
May Avenue 6 Foot PMT 

















0 2 4 5 8 
Corrected Pressure (k/sf) 
I 240 & May Ave 9 Foot PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 164.000 0.5 0.00 o.oo 1.86 
2 229.000 1.0 64.70 4.02 2.21 
3 239.000 1.5 74.40 4.61 3.18 
4 246.000 2.0 81.10 5.01 4.18 
5 255.000 2.5 89.80 5.54 5.16 
6 264.000 3.0 98.50 6.06 6.14 
7 286.000 4.0 119.90 7.33 8.09 
8 324.000 5.0 157.30 9.52 9.99 
9 391.000 6.0 223.70 13.29 11.77 
10 484.000 7.0 316.10 18.35 13.50 










Pl* = 15.6 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 17.2 
================================================================ 
May Avenue 9 Foot PMT 
















0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
Corrected Pressure ( k/ef) 
60 
I 240 & May Ave 12.5 Foot PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (kef) 
===================~============================================ 
1 183.000 0.5 0.00 o.oo 2.07 
2 311.000 1.0 127.70 7.79 2.01 
3 320.000 1.5 136.40 8.30 3.01 
4 326.000 2.0 142.10 8.63 4.03 
5 331.000 2.5 146.80 8.91 5.05 
6 334.000 3.0 149.50 9.06 6.08 
7 342.000 4.0 156.90 9.49 8.13 
8 352.000 5.0 166.30 10.04 10.17 
9 363.000 6.0 176.70 10.63 12.21 
10 376.000 7.0 189.10 11.34 14.23 
11 394.000 8.0 206.50 12.33 16.24 
12 416.000 9.0 227.90 13.53 18.23 
13 449.000 10.0 260.30 15.32 20.19 
14 494.000 11.0 304.70 17.74 22.10 










Pl* = 30.6 kef 
Eo/Pl* = 20.3 
================================================================ 
May Avenue 12.5 Foot PMT 















0 4 8 12 16 20 24 
Corrected Pressure (k/af) 
61 
I 240 & May Ave 16 Foot PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 202.000 0.5 0.00 0.00 2.29 
2 251.000 1.0 48.70 3.04 2.76 
3 259.000 1.5 56.40 3.51 3.74 
4 264.000 2.0 61.10 3.80 4.75 
5 271.000 3.0 67.50 4.19 6.79 
6 277.000 4.0 72.90 4.52 8.84 
7 286.000 6.0 80.70 4.99 12.95 
8 295.000 8.0 88.50 5.46 17.06 
9 305.000 10.0 97.30 5.99 21.17 
10 317.000 12.0 108.10 6.63 25.26 
11 333.000 14.0 122.90 7.51 29.36 
12 354.000 16.0 142.80 8.67 33.43 
13 377.000 18.0 165.00 9.96 37.50 
14 411.000 20.0 198.20 11.86 41.52 
15 459.000 22.0 245.40 14.50 45.49 
16 522.000 24.0 307.60 17.89 49.43 
17 577.000 25.0 362.20 20.79 51.31 
---------------------------------------------------------------~ -
Po = 2.5 ksf 





Pl* = 59.1 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 19.1 
================================================================ 
May Avenue 1 6 Foot PMT 
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0 20 40 60 
Corrected Pressure (k/sf) 
62 
I 240 & May Ave 19 Foot PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 249.000 1.0 0.00 0.00 3.52 
2 258.000 2.0 8.40 0.53 5.50 
3 279.000 5.0 27.60 1. 73 11.49 
4 283.000 6.0 31.00 1.95 13.53 
5 29~3. 000 8.0 39.80 2.49 17.59 
6 306.000 10.0 51.60 3.22 21.68 
7 323.000 12.0 67.40 4.18 25.73 
8 349.000 14.0 92.20 5.68 29.72 
9 386.000 16.0 128.00 7.81 33.69 
10 444.000 18.0 185.20 11.12 37.59 
11 525.000 20.0 265.40 15.60 41.43 










Pl* = 47.6 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 17.5 
================================================================ 
May Avenue 19 Foot PMT 
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0 10 20 30 40 
Corrected Pressure (k/af) 
63 
I 240 & May Ave 22 Foot PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 176.000 1.0 0.00 0.00 3. 71 
2 192.000 2.0 15.40 0.97 5.59 
3 200.000 3.0 22.80 1.43 7.58 
4 208.000 4.0 30.20 1.90 9.57 
5 217.000 6.0 38.00 2.38 13.63 
6 224.000 8.0 43.80 2.74 17.75 
7 231.000 10.0 49.60 3.10 21.88 
8 237.000 12.0 54.40 3.39 26.01 
9 247.000 14.0 63.20 3.93 30.12 
10 259.000 16.0 74.00 4.58 34.21 
11 276.000 18.0 90.20 5.56 38.26 
12 298.000 20.0 111.40 6.83 42.30 
13 333.000 22.0 145.60 8.84 46.31 
14 383.000 24.0 194.80 11.67 50.25 
15 464.000 26.0 275.00 16.13 54.10 
16 547.000 27.0 357.80 20.56 55.87 
================================================================ 
Po = 6.5 ksf 





Pl* = 55.9 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 26.9 
================================================================ 
May Avenue 22 Foot PMT 















0 20 40 60 
Corrected Pressure (k/sf) 
64 
I 240 & May Ave 25 Foot PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 211.000 1.0 0.00 0.00 3.90 
2 227.000 2.0 15.40 0.97 5.78 
3 247.000 3.0 34.80 2.18 7.61 
4 262.000 4.0 49.20 3.07 9.57 
5 284.000 6.0 70.00 4.34 13.59 
6 314.000 8.0 98.80 6.08 17.55 
7 355.000 10.0 138.60 8.43 21.51 
8 399.000 12.0 181.40 10.90 25.47 
9 463.000 14.0 244.20 14.43 29.37 
10 537.000 16.0 317.00 18.40 33.27 










Pl* = 41.2 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 6.0 
================================================================ 
May Avenue 25 Foot PMT 















0 10 20 30 40 
Corrected Press-ure (k/sf) 
65 




VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
PRESSURE 
(ksf) 




























































































































Po = 10.0 ksf 
Eo = 7495 ksf 
Pl = 145.1 ksf 
Er = 0 ksf 
Pl* = 135.1 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 55.5 
================================================================ 
May Avenue 28 Foot PMT 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Corrected Preesure (k/sf) 
66 
LAWTON 4 FOOT PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 93.000 0.5 0.00 0.00 1.54 
2 166.000 1.0 71.80 4.45 2.14 
3 188.000 1.5 92.60 5. 71 3.05 
4 200.000 2.0 103.40 6.35 4.02 
5 208.000 2.5 110.20 6.76 5.01 
6 215.000 3.0 116.00 7.10 6.01 
7 226.000 4.0 124.60 7.61 8.03 
8 240.000 5.0 136.20 8.29 10.03 
9 254.000 6.0 148.70 9.02 12.04 
10 274.000 7.0 168.10 10.14 14.00 
11 302.000 8.0 195.50 11.71 15.92 
12 339.000 9.0 231.90 13.75 17.78 
13 397.000 10.0 289.30 16.91 19.57 










Pl* = 25.8 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 18.1 
================================================================ 
Lawton 4 Foot PMT 
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0 4 8 12 16 20 
Corrected PnuJsura (k/af) 
67 
LAWTON 8 FOOT PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(em" 3) (%) (ksf) 
==========,====================================================== 
1 128.000 0.5 0.00 0.00 1. 79 
2 186.000 1.0 56.80 ,3. 54 2.48 
3 194.000 1.5 63.60 3.95 3.48 
4 198.000 2.0 66.40 4.12 4.49 
5 201.000 2.5 68.20 4.23 5.52 
6 204.000 3.0 70.00 4.34 6.55 
7 209.000 4.0 72.60 4.50 8.60 
8 213.000 s.o 74.20 4.60 10.67 
9 217.000 6.0 76.70 4.75 12.73 
10 223.000 7.0 82.10 5.07 14.78 
11 230.000 8.0 88.50 5.46 16.82 
12 236.000 9.0 93 .• 90 5.78 18.87 
13 245.000 10.0 102.30 6.29 20.91 
14 253.000 11.0 109.90 6.74 22.95 
15 262.000 12.0 118.70 7.26 24.98 
16 291.000 14.0 147.30 8.94 28.98 
17 338.000 16.0 193.90 11.61 32.86 
18 442.000 18.0 297.50 17.35 36.47 
================================================================ 
Po = 3.5 ksf 





Pl* = 45.0 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 40.6 
================================================================ 
Lawton 8 Foot PMT 




















0 10 20 30 40 
Corrected Presaure (lc./ef) 
68 
LAWTON 12 FOOT PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 186.000 1.0 0.00 o.oo 3.09 
2 202.000 2.0 13.60 0.86 5.08 
3 213.000 3.0 22.20 1.40 7.10 
4 223.000 4.0 29.80 1.87 9.12 
5 234.000 5.0 38.40 2.40 11.14 
6 246.000 6.0 48.00 3.00 13.16 
7 271.000 8.0 71.80 4.45 17.18 
8 315.000 10.0 114.60 7.02 21.08 
9 397.000 12.0 195.80 11.72 24.76 










Pl* = 31.0 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 17.1 
================================================================ 
Lawton 1 2 Foot PMT 






















0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 
Corrected Pressure (k/af) 
69 
LAWTON 16 FOOT PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dRjRo CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 195.000 1.0 0.00 0.00 3.34 
2 210.000 2.0 12.60 0.80 5.33 
3 215.000 3.0 15.20 0.96 7.39 
4 224.000 4.0 21.80 1.37 9.42 
5 230.000 5.0 25.40 1.60 11.47 
6 234.000 6.0 27.00 1. 70 13.53 
7 242.000 8.0 33.80 2.12 17.66 
8 254.000 10.0 44.60 2.79 21.76 
9 266.000 12.0 55.80 3.48 25.86 
10 280.000 14.0 69.40 4.31 29.9'5 
11 287.000 15.0 76.20 4. 72 32.00 
12 297.000 16.0 86.00 5.31 34.02 
13 311.000 17.0 99.80 6.14 36.03 
14 324.000 18.0 112.60 6.90 38.03 
15 339.000 19.0 127~40 7.77 40.03 
16 376.000 20.0 164.20 9.91 41.89 
17 416.000 21.0 204.00 12.19 43.73 
18 460.000 22.0 247.60 14.62 45.56 
19 530.000 23.0 317.20 18.41 47.31 
================================================================ 
Po = 4.0 ksf 





P1* = 52.4 ksf 
EojP1* = 23.4 
================================================================ 
Lawton 1 6 Foot PMT 





















0 10 20 30 40 50 
Cor,.-ected Preaaure (k/ef) 
70 
LAWTON 20 FOOT PMT 
================================================================ 
POINT VOLUME PRESSURE CORR. VOL. dR/Ro CORRECTED 
NUMBER MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT INCREASE PRESSURE 
(cm"3) (%) (ksf) 
================================================================ 
1 210.000 1.0 0.00 0.00 3.59 
2 222.000 2.0 9.60 0.61 5.60 
3 230.000 3.0 15.20 0.96 7.64 
4 236.000 4.0 18.80 1.18 9.69 
5 247.000 6.0 25.00 1. 57 13.80 
6 257.000 8.0 33.80 2.12 17.91 
7 273.000 10.0 48.60 3.03 21.99 
8 293.000 12.0 67.80 4.21 26.04 
9 315.000 14.0 89.40 5.51 30.08 
10 355.000 16.0 129.00 7.87 34.01 
11 431.000 18.0 204.60 12.22 37.72 
12 483.000 19.0 256.40 15.11 39.51 










Pl* = 42.5 ksf 
Eo/Pl* = 31.8 
================================================================ 
Lawton 20 Foot PMT 
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MFAD INPUT/OUTPUT REPORT 
72 
PROGRAM: MPAD - HO~ FOUKDA~IOH ANALYSIS AKD dBSIGH 




Interstate Blqbway 240 6 Hay Avenue 
DAR: 03/03/91 8ft. 110. : Hay2 
DA~B: SHBB'l' HO.: 1 OP 
IIIPU'I' DA~A 
RUif OPTIOHS: HOifLIIIBAR LOAD-DBPLBC'l'IOH AHALYSIS 
WI~H: SIDB SHEAR KOKBH'f SPRIHG 
BASB SHEAR SPRIHG 
BASB HOHBHY SPRIHG 
BRI~ISH UBI~S 
.I.LLOWABLB BRROR J'OR COIIVBRGBIICB = 0 • 01000 
BMBBDHBH'r 'l'YPB: DRILLED 
SOIL PARAHE'l'BRS: 8 LAYERS WI'l'H A DBP'l'B '1'0 WA~BR '!'ABLE OF 29.5 P"1'. 
DBP'l'll '1'0 PRBSSURBHB'l'BR 
~K ~AL UIII'l' MODULUS OF PRIC'!'IOH S~RBHG'fH 
LAYBR OP LAYBR WBIGB~ DD'ORIIA~IOH UGLB COHBSIOH RBDUC'!'IOH 
IIUIIBBR ( P"1'. ) (PCP) (ItS I) (DBG.) (lt.SP) FA~R ------ -------- ------------ ------------- -------- -------- ---------1 3.0 120.0 1.8900 o.o 2.800 0.40 
2 6.0 125.0 1.6900 o.o 2.700 0.40 
3 9.0 125.0 1.8600 o.o 2.300 0.40 
4 12.5 125.0 4.3100 o.o 4.200 0.40 
5 16.0 125.0 7.8300 0.0 7.500 0.40 
' 19.0 125.0 5.8000 o.o 6.000 0.40 7 22.0 125.0 10.4300 o.o 8.000 0.40 
8 28.5 125.0 52.0500 0.0 13.500 0.40 
PID PARAMB'l'BRS: 
DIAMB'l'D • ot. 0 1"1'. S!'ICit-YP • 0. 0 P"1'. BMBBDMBIIT ., 18. 0 ft. 
MODULUS OP KLABTICI~ X MOKBHY OP IHBR'l'IA (Bl) • 0.120B+10 lt.-SQ. IH. 















APPLIRD LOADS A~ 'l'OP OJ' PID 
LA'!'BRAL HOHBH'f AXIAL 
































VBRSIO. 2.85 05/15/81 
Interstate Blgbway 240 a Kay Avenue 
DAR: 03/03/91 S!'R. •o.: Ka~ 
DA'fB: sliD!' •o.: 2 or 
MOKLIHBAR LOAD-DBPLBC!'IO. ANALYSIS RESULTS 













-------------------- ------- -------- ------------
1 5900 15.7 5900.0 375.8 
UL'!'IMAD CAPACITY AT !'OP or PIER: 
LATERAL LOAD • 11.6 1:. MOMBII'I' • 6623.2 K. -JP!'. 
AT AHALYSIS LOADING: 
LA 'fERAL 
IHTBRHAL Ill'l'BIUIAL SOIL 
BLBVATIO• D~IOH RO!'ATIO• SBBAR IIOKBII'f PRBSSURB 
(PT.) (I •• ) (DJ:G.) (lt.) (lt.-ft.) (ltSr) 
o.o 0.217B+Ol 0.128B+01 15.7 5900.0 -8.895 
-1.5 0.238B+Ol 0.121B+01 -38.3 5812.6 -10.131 
-3.0 0.2008+01 0.115B+01 -107.1 5753.2 -11.380 
-3.0 LAYD Ill'l"DPACB -12.640 
-4.5 0.165B+Ol 0.110B+Ol -113.4 5525.1 -13.253 
-6.0 0.131B+Ol 0.104B+01 -267.1 5177.1 -13.866 
-6.0 LA'RR III'I'BRPACB -12.613 
-7.5 0.995B+OO 0.9908+00 -343.1 4710.5 -12.707 
-9.0 0.692B+OO 0.9UB+OO -413.9 4132.4 -10.723 
-9.0 LAYD III'I'BRPACB -22.512 
-10.1 0.354B+OO 0.8998+00 -549.7 3264.2 -16.249 
-12.5 0.311B-01 0.866B+OO -630.3 2201.7 -4.153 
-12.5 LI.YD III'RR.FACB -1.862 
-14.3 -0.212B+OO 0.846B+OO -524.1 1126.3 26.867 
-16.0 -0.591B+OO 0.838B+OO -290.6 361.3 39.075 
-16.0 LA'RR Ill'l'BRI'ACB 30.311 
-11.0 -0.941B+OO O.ll6B+OO -15.2 21.9 31.341 
BUB SIIDR • 15.1 lt • 























P-Y CURVE DATA 
75 






DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
MAY 3 
MAY 
BOREHOLE RADIUS {FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 
DEPTH REDUCTION FACTOR FOR PROBE 
PILE DATA 
3.00 FT 
1. 38 IN. 
1.47 IN. 
1.41 IN. 









PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 





































































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 
































1. 58 IN. 
1.58 IN. 





























DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 









































































MAY 12 5 
MAY 
DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 






































1. 48 IN. 
































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RAOIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RAOIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 


















































































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PRQBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 











































































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 








































1. 38 lN. 
1. 45 IN. 

































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 









































1. 43 IN. 

































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 











































































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 













P-Y CURVE FOR 16 FEET 
SIDE 
REACTION 























































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE ~IUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 











































































I44 2 5 
I44 
DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 





































1. 38 IN. 































I44 7 5 
I44 
DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS {SHEAR REACTION} 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 













































































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 



































































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 































1. 38 lN. 
1.45 IN. 




























I44 16 5 
I44 
DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 
































































I44 24 8 
I44 
DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 

































1. 44 IN. 




























DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
GAI 2.5 
GAI 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 















PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 































































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
GAI 7.5 
GAI 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




1. 37 IN. 










PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 



























































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
GAI 11.4 
GAI 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 















PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 































































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
Bdwy 3 
Bdwy 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 















PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 































































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
Bdwy 10 
Bdwy 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 















PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 























































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
Bdwy 12 
Bdwy 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 















PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 























































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIUS 
Bdwy 14 
Bdwy 
BOREHOLE ~IUS {FRONT REACTION) 
BOREHOLE RADIUS {SHEAR REACTION) 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 




1. 45 IN. 










PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED PRESSURE 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED SHEAR 























































DEPTH OF TEST 
DEFLATED PROBE RADIOS 
BOREHOLE RADIOS (FRONT 
BOREHOLE RADIUS (SHEAR 
POH, INITIAL PRESSURE 
PL, LIMIT PRESSURE 










PILE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
PILE FRONT REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE SHEAR REACTION SHAPE FACTOR 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED 
PILE REDUCTION FACTOR FOR MOBILIZED 
PILE DEPTH REDUCTION FACTOR 
BORED PILE 


















































BMCOL76 INPUT/OUTPUT REPORT 
1 01 
MAY AVENOE ' INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 240 
48 INCH DRILLED SHAFT, 18 FOOT LONG 
102 
PROB 
1 48 INCH DRILLED SHAFT, 18 FOOT LONG, 100K-FT MOMENT 
TABLE 1 - PROGRAM CONTROL DATA 
PROBLEM TYPE (1•AX,2•LAT,3•COMB) 
HUM LATERAL INCREMENTS 
LATERAL INCREMENT LENGTH 
DATA CARD LISTING (1•NO) 





DEFLS TABLE NUMBER 
W(I) 7 8 9 






HUM CARDS INPUT THIS PROBLEM 0 
OUTPUT OPTION ( 0 • TABLE 15 ONLY, 1 • TABLES 15 AND 16) 
PLOT OPTION ( 1""PRINTER, 2•CALCOMP, 3•BOTH) 
LATERAL ITERATION CONTROL DATA 
MAX N'OMBER OF ITERATIONS 
DEFL CLOSURE TOLERANCE 
IIAX ALLOWABLE DEFLECTION 
LIST OF MONITOR STATIONS 
TABLE 7 - SPECIFIED DEFLECTIONS AND SLOPES 
STA CASE DEFLECTION 
NONE 
TABLE 8 - LATERAL STIFFNESS AND LOAD DATA 








16 24 72 
R 
0 0 0 
0 72 0 
O.OOOD-01 1.5700+04 O.OOOD-01 1.200D+06 O.OOOD-01 
1.200D+12 O.OOOD-01 O.OOOD-01 O.OOOD-01 O.OOOD-01 
TABLE 9 - LATERAL LOAD AND SUPPORT ctJRVES 
103 
FROM '1'0 COR'.rD Q-MDL'l'l:PLID W•MDL'l'IPLID POIN'l'S SYII OP'l' W-ol"FSE'l' 
0 12 0 -1.2000+01 1.000D-03 9 1 O.OOOD-01 
Q-VALUE 2. a11. 1061. 1331. 1547 •• ian. 2171. 2365. 2547. 
w-VALOE 1. 412. 526. 752. 1117. 1589. 2151. 2a92. 3902. 
FROM '1'0 CON'l'D Q-MDL'l'IPLIER W•MDL'l'IPLIER POIN'l'S SYII OP'l' W-oFFSE'l' 
12 24 0 -1.2000+01 1.000D-03 5 1 O.OOOD-01 
Q-VALUE 170. 5a7. an. 1235. 1462. 
w-vALUE 122. 312. 511. aao. 1465. 
FROM '1'0 CON'l'D Q-MOL'l'IPLIER W-MOL'l'IPLID POIN'l'S SYII OP'l' w-oFFSE'l' 
24 36 0 -1.2000+01 1.000D-03 8 1 O.OOOD-01 
Q-VALUE 6513. 947. 1157. 1479. 1756. 2101. 241a. 263a. 
w-vALUE 25a. 379. 500. 793. 1211. 2171. 3331. 4755. 
FROM '1'0 COR'.rD Q-MOL'l'IPLID W•MOLTIPLID POIN'l'S SYII OP'l' w-oFFSE'l' 
36 50 0 -1.2000+01 1.000D-03 9 1 O.OODD-01 
Q-VALUB 4. 2020. 2453. 2968. 3471. 4041. 4444. 4662. 4956. 
W-VALUB 1. 285. 380. 501. 134. 1011. 1678. 2216. 2ta8. 
PROM '1'0 COli'1'D Q-MOL'l'l:PLID W•IIUL'l'IPLID POD'l'S SD OPl' w-onsET 
50 64 0 -1.2000+01 1.000D-03 • 1 O.OOOD-01 
Q-VALUE 3724. 5205. 1561. 7314. 9352. 10117. 11393. 11709. 
W•VALVZ 311. 426. 535. 658. 1283. 2139. 3428. 4102. 
PROM '1'0 COHTD Q-MOL'l'IPLID W-MOL'l'IPLID POIN'l'S SYII OP'l' W-oFFSET 
64 76 0 -1.2000+01 l.OOOD-03 ' 1 O.OOOD-01 Q-VALUE 627. 5968. 6754. 7211. 7796. 83&7. t192. 9939. 10275. 
W•VALUE 63. 532. 706. 937. 1216. 1804. 2597. 3170. 4632. 
FROM '1'0 COH'l'D Q-MOL'l'IPLID W-MOL'l'IPLIER POINTS SYK OPT W-oFFSET 
71 81 0 -1.2000+01 1.000D-03 8 1 O.OOOD-01 
Q-VALUE 487. 4387. 1185. 9992. 10909. 11971. 12430. 12785. 
W-VALUJ: st. 283. 369. 806. 1338. 2486. 3544. 4591. 
MAY AVENUE ' INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 240 
48 INCH DRILLED SHAFT, 18 FOOT LONG 
PROB ( CONTD) 
1 48 INCH DRILLED SHAFT, 18 FOOT LONG, 100JC-F'l' MOMENT 
TABLE 14 - LATERAL ITERATION MONITOR DATA 
ITER OFF NUM STAS DEFLECTIONS AT STATION NUMBERS 
NUM CURVES NOT CLOSED 1 12 16 24 
1 NO 70 4.939D-02 3.654D-02 3.220D-02 2.409D-02 
2 NO 26 4.824D-02 3.546D-02 3.114D-02 2.308D-02 






MAY AVENUE r. :IN'l'ERSTA'l'E H:IGHWAY 240 
48 :INCH OlULLED SHAFT, 18 FOOT LONG 
PROB ( CON'l'O) 
1 48 :INCH DRILLED SHAFT, 18 FOOT LONG, 100K-FT MOMENT 
TABLE 15 - RESULTS OF :ITERAT:ION NtJM 3 
105 
ASTER:ISKS * IND:ICATE VALUES AFFECTED BY SPECIF:IED SLOPES, DEFLECT:IONS, 
APPL:IED COUPLES 1 OR ROTAT:IONAL RESTRA:IN'l'S 



































































































































































22 6.6000+01 2.5020-02 1.5680+06 -4.1840+02 
-3.2620-04 -1.5540+03 
23 6.9000+01 2.4040-02 1.5630+06 -4.0200+02 
-3.2230-04 -1.9560+03 
24 7.2000+01 2.3080-02 1."5570+06 -5.6480+02 
-3.1840-04 . -2.5200+03 
25 7.5000+01 2.2120-02 1.5500+06 -7.1300+02 
-3.1450-04 -3.2330+03 
26 7.8000+01 2.1180-02 1.5400+06 -6.8260+02 
-3.1070-04 -3.9160+03 
27 8.1000+01 2.0250-02 1.5280+06 -6.5260+02 
-3.0690-04 -4.5690+03 
28 8.4000+01 1.9320-02 1.5150+06 -6.2290+02 
-3.0310-04 -5.1910+03 
29 8.7000+01 1.8420-02 1.4990+06 -5.9360+02 
-2.9930-04 -5.7850+03 
30 9.0000+01 1.7520-02 1.4820+06 -5.6460+02 
-2.9560-04 -6.3500+03 
31 9.3000+01 1.6630-02 1.4630+06 -5.3600+02 
-2.9200-04 -6.8860+03 
32 9.6000+01 1.5750-02 1.4420+06 -5.0780+02 
-2.8840-04 -7.3930+03 
33 9.9000+01 1.4890-02 1.4200+06 -4.7990+02 
-2.8480-04 -7.8730+03 
34 1.0200+02 1.4030-02 1.3960+06 -4.5240+02 
-2.8130-04 -8.3260+03 
35 1.0500+02 1.3190-02 1.3710+06 -4.2520+02 
-2.7790-04 -8.7510+03 
36 1.0800+02 1.2360-02 1.3450+06 -7.0690+02 
-2.7450-04 -9.4580+03 
37 1.1100+02 1.153D-02 1.3170+06 -9.4530+02 
-2.7120-04 -1.0400+04 
38 1.1400+02 1.0720-02 1.2850+06 -8.7600+02 
-2.6800-04 -1.1280+04 
39 1.1700+02 9.9160-03 1.2520+06 -8.0750+02 
-2.6490-04 -1.2090+04 
40 1.2000+02 9.1210-03 1.2150+06 -7.3980+02 
-2.6190-04 -1.2830+04 
41 1.2300+02 8.3350-03 1.1770+06 -6.7290+02 
-2.5890-04 -1.3500+04 
42 1.2600+02 7.5590-03 1.1360+06 -6.0670+02 
-2.5610-04 -1.4110+04 
43 1.2900+02 6.7900-03 1.0940+06 -5.4120+02 
-2.5330-04 -1.4650+04 
44 1.3200+02 6.0300-03 1.0500+06 -4. 7650+02 
-2.5070-04 -1.5120+04 
45 1.3500+02 5.2780-03 1.0050+06 -4.1240+02 
-2.4820-04 -1.5540+04 
46 1.3800+02 4.5340-03 9.5810+05 -3.4900+02 
-2.4580-04 -1.5890+04 
47 1.4100+02 3.7960-03 9.1040+05 -2.8620+02 
-2.4350-04 -1.6170+04 
48 1.4400+02 3.0660-03 8.6190+05 -2.2390+02 
-2.4140-04 -1.6400+04 
49 1.4700+02 2.3410-03 8.1270+05 -1. 6230+02 
-2.3940-04 -1.6560+04 
50 1.5000+02 1.6230-03 7.6300+05 -1.6530+02 
-2.3740-04 -1.6720+04 
51 1.5300+02 9.1100-04 7.1290+05 -1.2880+02 
-2.3570-04 -1.6850+04 
52 1.5600+02 2.0400-04 6.6230+05 -2.8840+01 
-2.3400-04 -1.6880+04 
53 1.5900+02 -4.9810-04 6.1170+05 7.0430+01 
-2.3250-04 -1.6810+04 
54 1.6200+02 -1.1950-03 5.6120+05 1.6910+02 
-2.3110-04 -1.6640+04 
107 
55 1.6500+02 -1.8890-03 5.1130+05 2.6710+02 
-2.2980-04 -1.6370+04 
56 1.6800+02 -2.5780-03 4.6220+05 3.6460+02 
-2.286D-04 -1.6010+04 
57 1.7100+02 -3.264D-03 4.i42D+05 4.6160+02 
-2.276D-04 .. -1.5550+04 
58 1.7400+02 -3.9470-03 3.6750+05 5.5820+02 
-2.2670-04 -1.4990+04 
59 1.7700+02 -4.6270-03 3.2260+05 6.5430+02 
-2.2590-04 -1.4340+04 
60 1.8000+02 -5.3050-03 2.7960+05 7.5020+02 
-2.2520-04 -1.3580+04 
61 1.8300+02 -5.9800-03 2.3880+05 8.4570+02 
-2.2460-04 -1.2740+04 
62 1.8600+02 -6.6540-03 2.0060+05 9.4100+02 
-2.2410-04 -1.1800+04 
63 1.8900+02 -7.3260-03 1.6520+05 1.0360+03 
-2.2370-04 -1.0760+04 
64 1.9200+02 -7.9970-03 1.3290+05 1.0430+03 
-2.233D-04 -9.7190+03 
65 1.9500+02 -8.6670-03 1.0370+05 1.0350+03 
-2.2310-04 -8.6840+03 
66 1.9800+02 -9.3360-03 7.7690+04 1.1150+03 
-2.2290-04 -7.5690+03 
67 2.0100+02 -1.0010-02 5.4980+04 1.1950+03 
-2.2270-04 -6.3740+03 
68 2.0400+02 -1.0670-02 3.5860+04 1.2750+03 
-2.227D-04 -5.1000+03 
69 2.0700+02 -1.1340-02 2.0560+04 1.3540+03 
-2.2260-04 -3.7450+03 
70 2.1000+02 -1.2010-02 9.3230+03 1.4340+03 
-2.226D-04 -2.3110+03 
71 2.1300+02 -1.268D-02 2.3910+03 1.5140+03 
-2.226D-04 -7.9690+02 
72 2.1600+02 -1.3340-02 0.0000-01 7.9690+02 
-2.2260-04 0.0000-01 
73 2.1900+02 -1.4010-02 0.0000-01 0.0000-01 
STA I DIS'l' ALONG DEFL SLOPE BENDING SHEAR SOP PORT 
BIICOL MOMENT REACTION 
THE IIAXDIDM ARITHMETIC ROUND-oFF ERROR CHECK WAS 7.7040-07 FORCE UNITS 
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-1 5.070E-02 :I * 
0 4.947E-02 :I * 
1 4.824E-02 :I * 
2 4.703E-02 :I * 
3 4.582!!-02 I * 
4 4.463E-02 I * 
5 4.344E-02 ·I * 6 4.227£-02 I * 
7 4.111E-02 I * 
8 3.995£-02 :I * 9 3.881£-02 I * 
10 3.768£-02 :I * 
11 3.6S6E-02 I * 12 3.546E-02 I * 13 3.436£-02 I * 14 3.327E-02 I * lS 3.220£-02 I * 16 3.114E-02 I * 17 3.009£-02 I * 18 2.905£-02 I • 
19 2.803£-02 I * 
20 2.701£-02 I * 21 2.601£-02 I * 
22 2.502£-02 I * 
23 2.4042-02 I • 
24 2.3082-02 I * 
25 2.2122-02 I * 
26 2.1182-02 I • 
27 2.0252-02 I * 
28 1.932£-02 I * 29 1.8422-02 I * 30 1.7522-02 I • 
31 1.6632-02 I * 
32 1.575£-02 I * 
33 1.4892-02 I * 
34 1.4032-02 I * 35 1.3192-02 I * 
36 1.236E-02 I * 
37 1.1532-02 I • 
38 1.072£-02 I * 
39 9.9162-03 I * 
40 9.121E-03 I * 
41 8.3352-03 I * 
42 7.5591:-03 I • 
43 6.7102-03 I * 
44 6.0302-03 I * 
45 5.2782-03 I * 
"' 4.5341:-03 I * 47 3.7162-03 I * 48 3.0662-03 I * 
4t 2.3412-03 I * 
50 1.623E-03 I* 
51 t.110E-04 I* 
52 2.0402-04 I 
53 -4.9811:-04 *I 
54 -1.1152-03 *I 
55 -1.8892-03 * I 56 -2.5782-03 * I 57 -3.2642-03 * I 58 -3.9472-03 * I ss -4.6272-03 * I 
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60 -5.305E-03 * I 61 -5.980E-03 * I 62 -6.654E-03 * I 63 -7.326E-03 * I 64 -7.997E-03 * I 65 -8.667E-03 * I 66 -9.336E-03 * I 67 -l.OOlE-02 * I 68 -1.067E-02 * I 69 -1.134E-02 * I 70 -1.201E-02 * I 71 -1.268E-02 * I 72 -1.334E-02 * I 73 -1.401E-02 * 
11 0 




-1 O.OOOE-01 I 
0 -5.844E+02 * I 1 -1.140E+03 * I 2 -1.111E+03 * I 3 -1. 083E+03 * I 4 -1.055E+03 * I 5 -l.027E+03 * I 6 -9.988E+02 * I 7 -9.713E+02 * I 8 -9.441E+02 * I 9 -9.172E+02 * I 10 -8.905E+02 * I 11 -8.640E+02 * I 12 -7.154E+02 * I 13 -5.745E+02 * I 14 -5.564E+02 * I 15 -5.385E+02 * I 16 -5.207E+02 * I 17 -5.032E+02 * I 18 -4.858E+02 * I 19 -4.687E+02 * I 20 -4.517E+02 * I 21 -4.350E+02 * I 22 -4.184E+02 * I 23 -4.020E+02 * I 24 -5.648E+02 * I 25 -7.130E+02 * I 26 -6.826E+02 * I 27 -6.526E+02 * I 28 -6.229E+02 * I 29 -5.936E+02 * I 30 -5.646E+02 * I 31 -5.360E+02 * I 32 -5.078E+02 * I 33 -4.799E+02 * I 34 -4.524E+02 * I 35 -4.252E+02 * I 36 -7.069E+02 * I 37 -9.453E+02 * I 38 -8.760E+02 * I 39 -8.075!:+02 * I 40 -7.398E+02 * I 41 -6.729E+02 * I 42 -6.067E+02 * I 43 -5.412E+02 * I 44 -4.765E+02 * I 45 -4.124E+02 * I 46 -3.490E+02 * I 47 -2.862E+02 * I 48 -2.239E+02 * I 49 -1.623E+02 * I 50 -l.653E+02 * I 51 -1.288E+02 * I 52 -2.884E+01 I 
53 7.043E+01 I * 54 1.691E+02 I * 55 2.671E+02 I * 56 3.646E+02 I * 57 4.61~E+02 I * 58 5.582E+02 I * 59 6.543E+02 I * 
11 1 
60 7.502B+02 I • 
61 8.457B+02 I • 
62 S.410E+02 I • 
63 1.036E+03 I • 
64 1.043E+03 I * 
65 1.035E+03 I * 
66 1.115E+03 I * 
67 1.195E+03 I * 
68 1.275E+03 I * 
69 1.3548+03 I * 
70 1.434E+03 I • 
71 1.!514E+03 I * 
72 7.969B+02 I * 
73 O.OOOE-01 * 
11 2 




-1 O.OOOE-01 I 
0 2.000E+05 I 
1 2.151E+05 I 
2 1.398E+04 I * 
3 1.286E+04 I * 
4 1.178E+04 I * 
5 1.073E+04 I * 
6 9.701E+03 I * 
7 8.702E+03 I * 
8 7.730E+03 I * 
9 6.786E+03 I * 
10 5.869E+03 I * 
11 4.979E+03 I * 
12 4.115E+03 I* 
13 3.399E+03 I* 
14 2.825E+03 I* 
15 2.268E+03 I* 
16 1. 730E+03 I* 
17 1.209E+03 I* 
18 7.060E+02 I 
19 2.202E+02 I 
20 -2.485E+02 I 
21 -7.002E+02 I 
22 -1.135E+03 I 
23 -1.554E+03 I 
24 -1.956E+03 I 
25 -2.520E+03 I 
26 -3.233E+03 *I 
27 -3.916E+03 *I 
28 -4.569E+03 *I 
29 -5.191E+03 *I 
30 -5.785E+03 *I 
31 -6.350E+03 *I 
32 -6.886E+03 *I 
33 -7.393E+03 * I 
34 -7.873E+03 * I 
35 -8.326E+03 * I 
36 -8.751E+03 * I 
37 -9.458E+03 * I 
38 -1.040E+04 * I 
39 -1.128E+04 * I 
40 -1. 209E+04 * I 
41 -1.283E+04 * I 
42 -1. 350E+04 * I 
43 -1. 411E+04 * I 
44 -1.465E+04 * I 
45 -1. 512E+04 * I 
46 -1.554E+04 * I 
47 -1.589E+04 * I 
48 -1. 617E+04 * I 
49 -1. 640E+04 * I 
50 -1.656E+04 * I 
51 -1.672E+04 * I 
52 -1. 685E+04 * I 
53 -1.688E+04 * I 
54 -1. 681E+04 * I 
55 -1. 664Er04 * I 
56 -1.637E+04 * I 
57 -1.601E+04 * I 
58 -1.555E+04 * I 
59 -1. 499E+04 * I 
11 3 
60 -1.434E+04 * I 
61 -1. 358E+04 * I 
62 -1.274E+04 * I 
63 -1.180E+04 * I 
64 -1.076E+04 * I 
65 -9.719E+03 * I 
66 -8.684E+03 * I 
67 -7.569E+03 * I 
68 -6.374E+03 *I 
69 -5.100E+03 *I 
70 -3.745E+03 *I 
71 -2.311E+03 I 
72 -7.969E+02 I 
73 O.OOOE-01 * 
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-1 O.OOOE-01 I 
0 6.000E+05 I * 1 1.24SE+06 I * 
2 1.287E+06 I * 
3 1.326E+06 I * 
4 1.361E+06 I * 
5 1.393E+06 I * 
6 1.422E+06 I * 
7 1.449E+06 I * 
8 1.472E+06 I * 
9 1.4928+06 I * 
10 1.510E+06 I * 
11 1.525E+06 I * 
12 1.537E+06 I * 
13 1.547E+06 I * 
14 1.556E+06 I * 15 1.563E+06 I * 
16 1.568E+06 I * 
17 l.571E+06 I * 18 1.573!+06 I • 
19 1.574E+06 I * 20 1.573E+06 I • 
21 1.571E+06 I * 
22 1.568E+06 I • 
23 1.563E+06 I * 
24 1.557E+06 I * 25 1.5501:+06 I * 26 1.540!+06 I * 27 1.5281:+06 I * 28 1.5158+06 I • 
29 1.4991:+06 I * 30 1.4821:+06 I * 31 1.4631:+06 I * 32 1.442!+06 I * 33 1.4201:+06 I * 34 1.3961:+06 I * 35 1.3711:+06 I * 36 1.3458+06 I * 37 1.3178+06 I * 38 1.2858+06 I * 39 1.2528+06 I * 40 1.2158+06 I * 41 1.177E+06 I * 42 1.136E+06 I * 43 1.0948+06 I * 44 1.050E+06 I * 45 1.005E+06 I * 46 9.5811:+05 I * 47 9.1041:+05 I * 48 8.6191:+05 I * 49 8.1271:+05 I * 50 7.6308+05 I * 51 7.1298+05 I * 52 6.6231:+05 I * 53 6.1171:+05 I * 54 5.6121:+05 I * 55 5.113E+05 I * 56 4.6228+05 I * 57 4.1428+05 I * 58 3.6758+05 I * 59 3.2268+05 I * 
11 5 
60 2.796E+05 I * 
61 2.388E+05 I * 
62 2.006E+05 I * 
63 1.652E+05 I * 
64 1.329E+05 I * 
65 1.037E+05 I * 
66 7.769E+04 I * 
67 5.498E+04 I * 
68 3.586E+04 I* 
69 2.056E+04 I* 
70 9.323E+03 I 
71 2.391E+03 I 
72 O.OOOE-01 I 
73 O.OOOE-01 * 
APPENDIX E 
STANDARD TEST METHOD FOR PRESSURE-
METER TESTING IN SOILS 
116 
~~ Designation: D 4719- 87 
Standard Test Method for 
Pressuremeter Testing in Soils 1 
117 
ThiS standard IS 1ssued under the fixed destgnatiOn D 4719, the number 1mmed1alely followmg the destgnabon md!cates the year of 
ong~nal adoption or, 1n the case of revwon, the year of last reVIsion A number m parentheses md1cates the year of last reapproval A 
superscnpt epsilon(<) md1cates an ed!tonal change s1noe the last reVISion or reapproval 
I. Scope 
1. 1 Th1s test method covers pressuremeter testmg of soils 
A pressuremeter test 1s an m-s1tu stress-strain test performed 
on the wall of a borehole usmg a cyhndncal probe that IS 
expanded radlally To obtain VIable test results, disturbance 
to the borehole wall must be mm1m1Zed 
1.2 Th1s test method mcludes the procedure for dnlhng 
the borehole, mserung the probe, and runmng pressuremeter 
tests m both granular and cohesive SOils, but does not mclude 
high pressure tesung m rock Knowledge of the type ofsml m 
which each pressuremeter test IS to be made IS necessary for 
assessment of ( 1 ) the method of bonng or probe placement, 
or both, and ( 2) the reasonableness of results and mterpreta-
Uon of the test 
I 3 ThiS test method does not cover the self-bonng 
pressuremeter, for wh1ch the hole 1s dnlled by a mechamcal 
tool ms1de the hollow core of the probe Thls test method 1s 
hm1ted to the pressuremeter wh1ch 1s mserted mto prednlled 
boreholes or, under certain crrcumstances, IS mserted by 
dnvmg 
I 4 Two alternate testmg procedures are provided as 
follows. 
I 4.1 Procedure A-The Equal Pressure Increment 
Method 
I 4.2 Procedure B-The Equal Volume Increment 
Method 
NOTE 1-A standard for the self-bonng pressuremeter IS scheduled to 
be developed separately. Pressuremeter testmg m rock may be standard-
IZed as an adjunct to tlu.s test method. 
I 5 The values stated m SI umts are to be regarded as the 
standard. 
1.6 Thzs standard may mvolve hazardous matenals, oper-
atwns, and eqUipment Thzs standard does not purport to 
address all of the safety problems assoczated wuh us use lt zs 
the responszbzluy of the user of thzs standard to establish 
approprzate safety and health practices and determme the 
appl!cabzlzty of regulatory l!muatwns prwr to use See Note 
5 
2. Referenced Documents 
2 1 ASTM Standards 
D 1587 Pracuce for Thm-Walled Tube Samphng ofSmls2 
D 2113 Practice for Diamond Core Dnlhng for Site 
InvestigatiOn2 
3. Summary of Test Method 
3 I A pressuremeter CaVIty 1s prepared either by dnlhng a 
1 Th1s test method " under the JUnsd1ct1on of ASTM Commmee D-18 on Sod 
and Rock and 1s the d1rect respons1b1hty of Subeommmee 018 02 on Samphng 
and Related F~eld Tesung for Soli lnvesllgatlons 
Current edmon approved Julv 31 1987 Pubhshed September 1987 
' 4nnual Book of 4STM Standards. Vol 04 08 
borehole, or by advancmg some type of sampler Under 
certain circumstances, the pressuremeter probe IS dnven mto 
place, usually Wlthln a casmg The vanous tools and methods 
av&lable to prepare the caVIty produce different degrees of 
disturbance The recommended methods to be used at a Site 
depend on the soli and the conditiOns met The proper 
choice of tools and methods IS covered by thls test method 
NOTE 2-It IS recommended that several dnlhng techmques be 
avatlable on the sue to deterrmne wlu.ch method will provtde the most 
suttable test hole 
3 2 The pressuremeter test basically consists of placmg an 
mflatable cyhndncal probe m a prednlled hole and ex-
panding thls probe while measunng the changes m volume 
and pressure m the probe The probe Is mflated under equal 
pressure mcrements (Procedure A) or equal volume mcre-
ments (Procedure B) and the test IS termmated when Yielding 
m the soli becomes disproportiOnately large A hm1t pressure 
IS estimated from the last few readings of the test and a 
pressuremeter modulus IS calculated from pressure-volume 
changes read dunng the test. It 1s ofbas1c Importance that the 
probe be mserted m a borehole With a diameter close to that 
of the probe to ensure adequate volume change capab1hty If 
this reqwrement 1s not met, the test could termmate Without 
reachlng sufficient probe expansiOn m the soil to permit 
evaluatiOn of the hm1t pressure. The mstrument may be 
either of the type where the change m volume of the probe IS 
d1rectly measured by an mcompress1ble hqu1d or the type 
where feelers are used to determme the change m diameter m 
the probe The volume measunng system must be well 
protected and cahbrated agamst any volume losses 
throughout the system whlie the feeler operated probe must 
be sensitive enough to measure relatively small displace-
ment 
NOTE 3-Thts test method IS based on the type of apparatus where 
volume changes are recorded dunng the test For the system measunng 
probe diameters, alternate evaluation methods are gtven m the notes 
4. Significance and Use 
4 1 Th1s test method provides a stress-stram response of 
the soil m-s1tu A pressuremeter modulus and a hm1t 
pressure IS \)btamed for use m geotechnical analysiS and 
foundation design 
4 2 The results of th1s test method are dependent on the 
degree of disturbance dunng dnlhng of the borehole and 
msert10n of the pressuremeter probe Smce disturbance 
cannot be completely ehmmated, the mterpretat1on of the 
test results should mclude consideratiOn of conditions dunng 
dnlhng This disturbance IS parttcularly s1gmficant m very 
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TABLE 1 Typical Probe and Borehole Dimensions 
Hole 018111eter Probe Borehole D•ameter Diameter, 
DeslgnatiOrl mm Nom1nlll,mm Max,mm 
Ax 44 45 53 
Bx 58 60 70 
Nx 74 76 89 
soft clays and very loose sands 
5. Apparatus 
5 I Hydraulic or Electric Probe-The apparatus shBJJ 
cons1st of a probe to be lowered m the borehole and a 
measunng or readout deVIce to be located on the ground 
adjacent to the bonng The probe may be e1ther the 
hydraulic type or the electnc type The hydraulic probe may 
be of a smgle cell or tnple cell des1gn In the latter case, the 
measunng cell 1s located between two guard cells. The 
combmed he1ght of the measunng and guard cells, 1f any, 
shall be at least SIX d1ameters The des1gn of the probe shall 
be such that the dnlllng llqu1d may flow freely past the probe 
Without d1sturbmg the s1des of the botehole dunng msernon 
or removal For both systems, the nommal hole d1ameter 
shall not be more than I 2 times the nommal probe 
d1ameter Typ1cal probe d1mens10ns and correspondmg 
borehole diameters are md1cated m Table I 
5 I I Probe Walls-The walls of the probe may conSist of 
an mner rubber membrane and an outer fleXIble sheath 
wh1ch Will take up the shape of the borehole as pressure 1s 
applied In a coarse-gramed matenal like gravel, a steel 
sheath made of thm overlappmg metal stnps IS often used 
The accuracy of the test Will be 1mpa1red when the probe 
cannot take up the shape of the borehole accurately 
NOTE 4-Vanous membrane and sheath matenals may be used to 
better accommodate SOil types, 1dent1fy the membrane used m the 
repon 
5 1.2 Measurmg Devzces-Changes m volume of the 
measunng pornon of the probe are measured m the hy-
draulic apparatus, and the probe d1ameter IS measured by the 
use of feelers m the electnc apparatus ProVIsions to measure 
the diameter m dlrectJ.ons at a 120" angle shall be prov1ded 
With the electric apparatus The measunng cell shall be 
prevented from expandmg m the vertical duect10n by guard 
cells or other effective restramts m the hydraulic apparatus 
The accuracy of the readout dev1ce shall be such that a 
change of 0 I % m the probe diameter !S measurable 
5 I 3 Lznes-Lmes connectmg the probe With the readout 
deVIce cons1st of plastiC tubmg m the hydraulic apparatus 
To reduce measunng errors, a coax1al tubmg 1s used, 
whereby the mner tubmg 1S prevented from expandmg by a 
gas pressure at Its penmeter By applymg the correct gas 
pressure, expans1on of the mner tubmg IS reduced to a 
mmu'num Smgle tubmg can also be used In both cases, 
requuement for volume losses g~ven m 6 3 should apply 
Electnc hnes need spec1al protectiOn agamst groundwater 
5 I 4 Readout Dev1ce-The readout dev1ce mcludes a 
mechamsm to apply pressure (Procedure A) or volume 
(Procedure B) m equal mcrements to the probe and readout 
of volume change (Procedure A) or pressure change (Pro-
cedure B) The equ1pment usmg the hydrauhc system and 
guard cells shall also mclude a regulator whereby the pressure 
FIG. 1 Slotted Tube with Probe 
m the gas Circuit 1s kept below the flu1d pressure m the 
measunng cell The magmtude of pressure d1fference be-
tween gas and flmd must be adjustable to compensate for 
hydrostatiC pressures developmg m the probe In the elec-
tncal system the \ olume readmgs are substituted by an 
electncal readout on the d1ameter of the probe 
5 2 Samplmg Tube, stmllar to the thm-wall sampler 
descnbed m PractiCeD 1587 
53 !wan-Type Auger 
5 4 PneumatiC or Hydraulic Drifter 
5 5 Slotted Tube-A steel tube, (Flg I) that has a senes of 
longJtudmal slots (usually SIX) cut through 1t to allow for 
lateral expansiOn, 1s used as a protective housmg when the 
probe 1s dnven, VIbrodnven, or pushed mto the s01I 
6. Calibration 
6 I The mstrument shall be cahbrated before each use to 
compensate for pressure losses (Pc) and volume losses ( Vc) 
6 2 Pressure Losses-Pressure losses (Pc) occur due to the 
ng1d1ty of the probe walls The pressure readmgs obtamed 
dunng the test on the readout dev1ce mclude the pressure 
requ1red to expand the probe walls, th1s membrane res1stance 
must be deducted to obtam the actual pressure apphed to the 
s01l Cal1brat1ons for membrane res1stance shall be per-
formed by mflatmg the probe, completely exposed to the 
atmosphere, With the probe placed at the level of the pressure 
gage 
NOTE' 5 Warning-The performance of the pressuremeter test, and 
pantcularly the cabbratwn procedures, may present a safety hazard to 
the operator and persons asststmg m the test The blowout of the probe 
tf on the ground or at shallow depth m the hole may cause tnJunes from 






PRESSURE IN PROBE P 
FIG. 2 C.Ubrellon tor Volume end Preuure Louea 
measures such as putting the probe 1n a protecuve cyhnder dunng 
cahbrauon are recommended 
6 2 I Apply pressures m 10-kPa mcrements for Procedure 
A and hold for I mm Make volume ,readmgs after 1-mm 
elapsed time When Procedure B IS used, mcrease the volume 
of the probe m mcrements equal to 5% of the nommal 
volume of the measunng portion of the urunflated probe 
( V0 ). Apply the volume mcrease m about 10 s and hold 
constant for I mm. Continue steps m both procedures until 
the max1mum probe volume IS reached. Plot results usmg a 
pressure versus volume plot. The obtained curve 1s the 
pressure calibration curve. The pressure correction IS the 
pressure loss obtained for any particular volume reading 
from th1s graph (F1g. 2) 
6 2 2 The pressure correction (Pc) must be deducted from 
the pressure readings obtained dunng the test The max-
Imum value of Pc should be less than 50 % of the hmlt 
pressure as defined m 9 6 
6 3 Volume Losses-Volume losses ( Vc) occur due to 
expans1on of tubmg and compressibility of any part of the 
testmg equipment, mcludmg the probe and the liqu1d 
Calibration IS made by pressunzmg the equipment With the 
probe m heavy duty steel casmg The resulting volume versus 
pressure plot 1s the volume calibration curve The zero 
volume cal1brauon IS obtained by a straight line extensiOn of 
the curve to zero pressure, as shown m F1g 2. The volume 
loss ( Vc) of the mstrument for a particular pressure IS 
obtained as shown m F1g 2 The volume correction 1s the 
volume loss ( Vc) obtamed for any particular pressure reading 
from the graph Th1s volume loss must be deducted from the 
measured volumes dunng the test Th1s correctiOn IS rela-
tively small m soils and can be neglected 1f the correction 1s 
less than 0 I % of the nommal volume of the measunng 
port1on of the unmflated probe ( V0 ) per I 00 kPa (I tsf) of 
pressure In very hard sods or rock, the correction 1s 
s1gmficant and must be applied In no case should th1s 
correctiOn exceed 0 5 % of the nommal volume of the 
measunng portion of the deflated probe ( V0) per I 00 kPa (I 
tsf) of pressure 
PRESSURE GAUGE 
H 
FIG. 3 Depth H for Determlnebon of Hydroatllbc Pressure 1n 
Probe 
6.4 Corrections for temperature changes and head losses 
due to clrculatmg bqu1d are usually small and may be 
disregarded m routine tests for soils. For tests at depths 
greater than 50 m (!50 ft), Special procedures are required to 
account for head losses 
6 5 The amount of hydrostatic pressure (P6) exerted on 
the probe by the column of liqu1d m the testmg equ1pment 
must be determmed. Th1s 1s accomplished by measunng the 
test depth (H) and mult1plymg the umt we1ght of the test 
liqu1d (ot) by the test depth (H), R6 = H x 01 (F1g. 3) The 
test depth (H) 1s the distance from the center of the pressure 
gage to the center of the probe The obtained pressure IS 
exerted on the probe but 1s not registered by the pressure 
gages Th1s pressure must accordingly be added to the 
pressure readmgs obtained on the readout deVIce 
6 6 For tnple cell pressuremeters, the pressure of the 
guard cells (PG) must be set below the actual pressure 
generated m the probe to proVIde effective end restraint. This 
IS obtained by subtractmg th1s pressure from the test pres-
sures as follows 
where· 
P R = pressure readmg on control umt, kPa, 
P6 = hydrostatic pressure between control umt and probe, 
kPa (see 5 I 2), and 
Pd =pressure difference between guard cells and measunng 
cell, kPa (usually tWJce the lim1t pressure of the 
membrane) 
6 6 I A tabulation of gas and liqu1d pressures for a 
pressure difference of P d = I 00 kPa for vanous test depths 1s 
shown by Table 2 
7. Drilling 
7 I Whenever poss1ble, place the pressuremeter probe by 
lowenng It mto a prebored hole Two conditiOns are neces-
sary to obtam' a satisfactory test cavity the d1ameter of the 
hole should meet the spec1fied tolerances, and the equipment 
and method used to prepare the test cavity should cause the 
least possible disturbance to the so1l and the wall of the hole 
120 
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TABLE 2 Prnaure CcmpenNtion for Guard Cell• Bal8d on Tnt 
Depth 
Test Depth (H) Liquid Pressure Gas Pressure 
From Head of RectUCIJOn On 
m ft 
Test Liquid on ReadOUt GagesA 
Probe P, kPa P, 100 (kPa) 
0 0 0 -100 
5 17 50 -50 
10 33 100 0 
15 50 150 +50 
20 67 200 +100 
A To malnlaJn guard oell pressure 100 kPa below the measunng cell pressure, 
deduct(-) or add (+), these pressures to the guard cell arcu1t 
When testing smls, the pressuremeter tests must be per-
formed Immediately after the hole IS formed 
7 2 The preparatiOn of a satisfactory borehole 1s the most 
Important step m obtammg an acceptable pressuremeter test 
An mdlcat10n of the quality of the test hole 1s given by the 
magmtude of scatter of the test pomts and by the shape of the 
pressuremeter curve obtamed F1gure 4 shows the typical 
shape of a pressuremeter curve obtamed from a prebored test 
cavity. Figure 5 shows a pressuremeter curve obtained when 
the borehole IS too small or when the test IS performed m a 
swelling soli F1gure 6 shows a curve obtamed when the 
borehole 1s too large 
NOTE 6-The shape of the pressuremeter test curve IS not suffiaent 
to ensure that the test IS rehable The hole diameter reqwrements 
developed m 7 3 I should also be met 
7.3 Requzrements of Test Cavuy wzth Respect to Probe 
Dzameter 
7 3.1 Hole Dzameter-D1mens10ns used m th1s test 
method are as follows 
7 3.1 I Dzameter of the Pressuremeter Probe, D-The 
typical diameter D of the pressuremeter vanes from approx-
Imately 24 5 to 127 mm (I to 5 m.) · 
7 3 I 2 Dzameter of Test Cavity, D,.-The diameter of the 
test cav1ty DH should sat1sfy the followmg condition denved 
from expenence: 
I 03D < D8 < I 2D 
7.3.2 Cuttzng Tool Dzameter 
7 .3.2.1 When determmmg the d1ameter of the necessary 
cuttmg tool for a bored hole, three factors must be consid-
ered· (a) the requ1red diameter of the cav1ty, (b) the 
Pai!:!ISU&I: APPLIZD TO BOB.'SIIOL~ WA.LL P 
FIG 4 Ideal Shape of the Pre .. uremeter Corrected Curve 
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FIG. 5 Preeauremeter Corrected Curve Whan the Bcrehcle 11 tgg • 
Smlll 
overcuttmg of the cavity resulting from the wobble of the 
cuttmg tool or the wall erosiOn by the mud c!Tculatlon m 
medium to large-gramed soils, or both, and (c) the mward 
y1eldlng that occurs between the removal of the cutting tool 
and the probe placement. Inward Yleldmg can be reduced by 
the use of dnllmg mud 
7 3.2 2 When selectmg equ1pment for the s1te, several bits 
of vanous siZes should be avmlable so as to adJUSt the s1ze of 
the bit dependmg on whether overcuttlng or mward Yielding 
prevmls 
7 3 2 3 When selectmg the tool cons1der also that the wall 
of the test cavity should be as smooth as poss1ble and the 
diameter D8 should be as constant as poSSJble over the 
length of the hole 
NOTE 7-If DH vanes significantly over the length of the probe, 
because of ravelling for example, or 1fthe borehole 1s noncyhndncal, the 
quahty of the test will be Impaired 
7 4 Methods and Tools Used to Prepare the Test Cavity 
7 4 I Any method and tool that can sausfy the general 
requirements of 7 I through 7 3 may be used 
7 4 2 The followmg methods are used to prepare the test 
cavity for the pressuremeter probe 
7 4 2 I Rotary Drzllmg-The dnll b1ts used are usually 
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DRILL RODS 
FIG. 7 Prepanng the Teat Cav1ty by the P1lot Hole Dnlllng and 
Simultaneous Shav1ng Tachn1que 
Advance the rotatmg dnll bit mto the sod while sat1sfymg the 
followmg conditiOns low vertical pressure on the dnlling 
tool (200 kPa (30 psi)). slow rotatiOn (less than 60 rotations 
per mmute) and a regulated low dnlhng fluid flow (to less 
than 15 L/mm (4 gal/mm)) InJect the dnlling fluid by axial 
bottom discharge to cause the least damage to the borehole 
wall The fluid must have a VISCOSity high enough to remove 
the cuttings at low pumpmg rates 
7 4 2 2 Tube Samplmg-Thm v.all samplers Similar to 
those descnbed m Practice D 1587 are used The sampling 
tube must be long enough to ensure that the length of cavity 
to be tested IS obtamed With a smgle push If the tube plugs or 
1f full recovery IS not obtamed, then another method of 
prepanng the test caVIty should be considered Withdraw the 
tube slowly to limn mward y1eldmg of the cavity wall due to 
suctiOn If thick wall samplers are used, an mward bevel 
cuttmg edge must be provided to mmimize pre-testmg 
stressmg of the borehole wall 
7 4 2.3 Contmuous Flight Augermg-Use a smgle I 52-m 
(5-ft) length of auger at the bottom of a dnll stnng to advance 
the borehole to the testmg level The cuttmg head must be 
slightly greater m diameter than the auger flight to prevent 
smeanng the borehole wall Rotate the auger dunng with-
drawal The same rotatiOn and penetratiOn pressure param-
eters as m 7 4 2 I apply to contmuous flight augenng 
7 4 2 4 Hand Augerzng-Use an !wan-Type auger with or 
Without a hand pump for bottom discharge InjeCtiOn of mud 
NoTE 8-The use of hand auger 1s difficult below a depth of 6 m (20 
ft). and should accordmgly be considered only for testmg at shallow 
depths 
7 4 2 5 Drzvmg or V1brodrzvmg a Sampler-Dnve a split 
barrel sampler mto the so1l Dnvmg or v1brodnvmg a flush 
samplmg tube may also be used The requirements of 7 4 2 2 
apply 
7 4 2 6 Core Dnllmg-This method IS descnbed m Prac-
ticeD 2113 
7 4 2 7 Rotan Percussion-Use a pneumatic or hydraulic 
dnfter workmg with a bottom discharge bit The removal of 
cuttmgs can be done by compressed a1r m dry formations, or 
by mud m wet soils 
7 4 2 8 Pllot Hole Drzllmg and Subsequent Tube 
Samphng-Dnll a p1lot hole smaller m diameter than the 
pressuremeter probe Tnm the hole to the proper diameter 
by a pushed or dnven sampler The requirements of 7.4 2.2 
apply 
7 4 2.9 P1lot Hole Dnllmg and Simultaneous 
Shavmg-Drlll a pilot hole smaller m diameter than the 
pressuremeter probe Immediately behmd the dnll bit, (Fig 
7) on the stnng of the dnlhng rods IS a thm hollow cylinder 
that tnms the cav1ty Advance the dnll bit and cylinder With 
high ViSCOSity dnlling fluid 
7 4 2 10 Dnvmg. V1brodr!Vlng, or Pushmg a Slotted 
Tube-A slotted tube IS generally used as a protective 
housmg for the probe when the probe IS dnven, v1brodnven. 
or pushed mto the sod. The slotted tube (Fig I) IS a steel tube 
that has a senes oflong~tudmal slots (usually s1x) cut through 
It to allow for lateral expansiOn Place the probe m the slotted 
tube and dnve, VIbrodnve, or push the whole assembly mto 
the sod to the testmg depth Th1s method IS a full displace-
ment method and should only be used when non-dis-
placement methods cannot be employed Calibrate the probe 
Withm the slotted tube pnor to testmg 
7 5 Selectmg Methods for Hole Preparatwn 
7.5 I Make the proper chOice from the preVIously men-
tiOned or other acceptable methods This choice depends on 
the type of sod to be tested The major mfluencmg factors 
are 
7 5 I I Particle siZe distnbutiOn. 
7 5 I 2 Plasticity 
7 5 I 3 Strength. 
7 5 I 4 Degree of saturatiOn 
7 5 2 Table 3 g~ves guidelines for selectmg methods for 
borehole preparation m typical soils classified accordmg to 
the factors mentiOned m 7 5 1.1 through 7.5 I 4 Table 3 
does not cover all possible methods of borehole preparatiOn 
or probe placement, or both, and IS mcluded as a guide for 
selectmg dnlling methods 
8. Procedure 
8 I Perform the dnlling of the borehole m accordance 
with SectiOn 7 
8 2 Advance the hole to the test level and clean any debns 
or cuttmgs 
8 3 Before the probe IS positioned m the hole for testmg, 
make an accurate determmation of the 0 volume readmg 
( V0 ) The volume V0 IS the volume of the measunng portion 
of the umnflated probe at atmosphenc pressure Accomplish 
this by deamng all circuits and adjUSting all gages of the 
mstrument to 0 while the probe IS at atmosphenc pressure 
Close the volume circuit, preventmg any further change m 
the volume of the measunng Circuit Lower the probe to test 
depth m th1s conditiOn Determme the test depth as the 
depth of the m1dpomt of the probe 
8 4 When usmg Procedure A, place the probe m test 
posrt10n and apply the pressure on the control umt m about 
equal mcrements, until the expansiOn of the probe dunng 
one load mcrement exceeds about 1/• of V0 as defined m 8 3 
(typically 200 cm3 for a 800-cm3 probe) Generally, 25, 50, 
I 00, or 200-kPa pressures are selected for testmg sods. Too 
small steps will result m an excessively long test, too large 
steps may y1eld results w1th madequate accuracy The 
pressure steps should be determmed m such a way that about 
7 to 10 load mcrements are obtamed 
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TABLE 3 Guidelines lor Selection of Borehole Preparation Methods end ToolsA 
Rotary Onl~ 
Ptlot Hole Ptlot Hole Hand Auger 
Dnven 
tng Wtlh Pushed Conlin- Hand Onven V1b<o-
Onlltng and Dnlltng and Wtlh Bottom Core Rotary 
Bottom 01s- Th1n uous Auger or Vib<o- dnven or 
Sotl Type 
charge of Wall 
Subsequent Stmu~ Flight '"the 
Discharge of dnven 
Barrel Percus-
Pushed 








Pushmg Shavtng Mud 
Tube 
Clayey SOlis Soft 2a 2a 2 2 NR NR NR NR NR NR 
Fam to sllff ,a 1 2 2 ,a 1 1 NR NR NR NR 
51!11 to hard 1 2 1 1 ,a NA NA NA ,a 2a NR 
S1lty SOliS Above GWLc Ia 2" 2 2a 1 1 2 2 NR NR NR 
lklder GWL c ,a NR NR 2a NR NR NR NR NR NR 
Sandy SOliS Loose and albove GWL c ,a NR NR 2 2 2 2 NA NR NR 
Loose and below GWL c ,a NR NR 2 NR NR NR NA NR NR 
Medium to dense ,a NR NR 2 2 NR 2a NR 
Sandy gravel or Loose 2 NA NA NA NA NA NA NR NA 2 2 
gravely sands Dense NR NA NA NA NR NA NA NR NA 2 ,o 
below GWL 
Weathered rock NA 2" NA NA NA 2 NR 
A 1 IS first chotoe, 2 IS second Choice, NR IS not recommended, and NA IS r!Oilappltcable 
8 Method applteable only under certaJn condrtJons (see text for detaJis) 
c GWL 1s ground water level 
0 Ptlot hole dnlhng required beforehand 
8 5 When usmg Procedure B, mcrease the volume of the 
probe m volume mcrements of 0 05 to 0 I times the volume 
V0 (as defined m 8 3) until the hmlt of the eqmpment IS 
reached 
8 6 For both procedures, take readmgs after 30 s and I 
mm after the pressure or volume mcrements have been 
apphed Volume readmgs are recorded to an accuracy of 
0·2% of V0 (as defined m 8 3) and pressure readmgs to an 
accuracy of 5 % of the hm1t pressure 
8 7 Once the test has reached the max1mum test step as 
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PRESSURE APPLIED TO BOREHOLE WALL P 
Pre11uremeter Teat Curves for Procedure A 
probe to 1ts ongmal volume and removmg the probe from 
the hole 
8 8 One or several load-unload cycles may also be per-
formed m th1s test Withm the elastic expansiOn range (see 
F1g 8) Th1s test, 1f a probe With guard cells IS used, requ1res 
the accurate control of gas pressure m the guard cells to 
obtam a representative readmg on decreased volumes 
NOTE 9-Stram-controlled tests can also be performed whereby the 
probe volume IS mcreased at a constant rate and correspondmg pressures 
are measured Tins method shall be applted only 1f special requtrements 
must be met, and IS not covered by th1s test method Stratn-controlled 
tests may y1eld dtfferent results than the procedure descnbed m th1s test 
method 
8 9 Spacmg and Tes/lng Sequence 
8 9 I Mm1mum spacmg between consecutive tests (center 
to center of probe) should not be less than Ph times the 
length of the mflatable part of the probe Common spacmgs 
vary from I to 3 m (3 to 10ft) 
8 9 2 In soft, loose, and sensltlve soils, the hole should be 
prednlled ahead of the testmg depth only far enough so that 
the cuttmgs settling at the bottom of the hole Will not 
Interfere w1th the test 
8 9 3 In stiff smls and weathered rocks where degradation 
due to exposure IS not s1gmficant, the hole can be prednlled 
to several test depths 
8 9 4 When the probe IS dnven mto the soil, testmg can 
take place contmuously, wh1le observmg the m1mmum 
spacmg reqmrements md1cated m 8 9 I No Withdrawal IS 
requ1red between tests 
9. Calculations 
9 I The pressure transmitted to the sml by the probe from 
the pressure readmgs 1s calculated as follows 
p = PR + P,- P, 
where 
P = pressure exerted by the probe on the sml, kPa, 
P R = pressure readmg on control unn, kPa, 




ULATrVE !NCRJ:AJI Il'rl PROBE RADIUS a; 
FIG. 9 Preaaure Vensua Relabve lncreaaa 1n Radlua 
P, = pressure correction due to suffness of mstrument at 
correspondmg volume, kPa, determmed m accord-
ance w1th 6 2 , 
9 I I The pressure P6 shall be the hydrostatic pressure as 
follows 
P, = H X o, 
where 
H = depth of probe below the control umt, m, 
~~ = umt we1ght ofmeasunng l!qu1d m mstrument. kN/m3 
9 2 Calculate the corrected volume readmg of the probe 
from the volume readmgs as follows 
V= VR- vc 
where. 
V =corrected mcrease m volume of the measunng portion 
of the probe, cm3, 
VR = volume readmg on readout deVIce, cm3, and 
v, = volume correction at the corresponding pressure 
readmg, em\ determmed m accordance wtth 6.3 
9 3 Plot the pressure-volume mcrease curve by entenng 
the corrected volume and the corrected pressure on a 
coordmate system Connect the pomts by a smooth curve. 
Th1s curve IS the corrected pressuremeter test curve and IS 
used m the determmation of the results (Fig S(a) and S(b)) 
Other plots, such as pressure versus relative mcrease m 
rad1us, may also be used (Fig 9) 
Non IO-H1stoncally, pressures wen: plotted on the honzontal axts 
and volume on the vertical axu ColiSldenng the stress-stnun nature of 
thiS test, 11 has become mcreasmgly customary to reverse the coordi-
nates Accordmg to this test method, both presentauons are acceptable 
9 4 For Procedure A, plot the volume mcrease readmgs 
( V 60 ) between the 30 s and 60 s readmg on a separate graph 
Generally, a part of the same graph IS used, see Ftg S For 
Procedure B, plot the pressure decrease readmg between the 
30 s and 60 s readmg on a separate graph The test curve 
shows an almost straight lme section Wlthm the range of 
etther low volume mcrease readmgs ( V 60 ) for Procedure A or 
low pressure decrease for Procedure B In th1s range, a 
constant soli deformatiOn modulus can be measured Past 





The pressuremeter modulus 1s determmed as follows 
.lP 
EP = 2(1 + 'YXVo + Vm) ~V 
= pressuremeter modulus. kPa, an arbttrary mod-
ulus of deformation as related to the pressure-
meter based on data reductiOn mcluded herem, 
= potsson ratio, 
NoTE 11-For compallbthty w1th tests performed With th1s mstru· 
ment earher, a value ofO 33 IS recommended by this test method Other 
values may be used, but the value must be reported 
V0 = volume of the measunng portton of the 
umnflated probe at 0 volume readmg at ground 
surface, cm3, 
V = corrected volume readmg of the measunng por-
tion of the probe, 
lli' = corrected pressure mcrease m the center part of 
the stratght !me portion of the pressure-volume 
curve (see Fig 8 ), 
av =corrected volume mcreass m the center part of 
the straight hne portion of the pressure-volume 
curve, correspondmg to lli' pressure mcrease 
(see Ftg. 8 ), and 
Vm =corrected volume readmg m the center portion 
of the A V volume mcrease 
V0 + V = current volume of mflated probe 
NOTE 12-lf a break m the stnught hne portion of the pressuremeter 
curve IS observed, calcu1auons shallmclude a pressuremeter modulus for 
each str.ught hoe secuon of the pressuremeter test curve 
NoTE 13-A pressuremeter modulus can also be calculated from an 
unload-reload cycle This modulus should be 1denufied as the reload 
pressuremeter modulus (Ftg 10) 
NoTE 14-For tests where the probe diameter (radius) ts measured, 
the pressureme1er modulus can be detertnmed by converting the 
measurements mto volume changes of the probe, m which case the 
formula gtven m th1s test method will apply (9 5)' The pressuremeter 
modulus may also be calculated from diameter measurements directly 
as follows 
where 
RP = rad1us of probe m umnflated condiUon, mm, 
llRm = mcrease m rad1us of probe up to the potnt corresponding 
to the pressure where EP IS measured, mm, 
dllR = mcrease of probe rad1us corresponding to AI' pressure 
10crease, mrn, 
llR = mcrease m probe rad1us, mm, and 
RP + llR = current rad1us of mflated probe, mm 
9 6 The hm1t pressure IS determmed as follows the hmtt 
pressure (P1) ts defined as the pressure where the probe 
volume reaches twtce the ong~nal sot! cav1ty volume, defined 
as the volume. V0 + V,, (Fig 8) where V, IS the corrected 
volume readmg at the pressure where the probe made 
contact wtth the borehole The volume readmg at tWice the 
ongmal soli cavity volume IS 2( V0 + V,). The hmtt pressure 
IS usually not obtamed by dtrect measurements dunng the 
test due to hmttat1on m the probe expansiOn or excess1vely 
htgh pressure If the test was conducted to read suffictent 
plastic deformatiOn, the hm1t pressure can be determmed by 
a 1/ V to P plot, as shown by F1g II 
9 6 I Pomts from the plastic range of the test generally fall 
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FIG. 10 CycliC Presauremeter Tnt Curve 
tw1ce the ongmal probe volume Will !!'ve the hm1t pressure 
(P1) on the plot 
NoTE 15-The theoretical limit pressure IS defined as the pressure 
where mfimte expansion of the probe occurs For practical purposes the 
defimtJon outhned ID 9 6 IS recommended Several methods are used to 
estimate the hmit pressure from pomts measured dunng the test These 
methods may also be used but should be properly reported 
NOTE 16-When the reqwrement of 7 3 I about hole diameter 
tolerances IS not met, only part of the test curve may be suitable for 
mterpretatJon The hmit pressure IS relatt vely msensitJve to borehole 
SIZe 
10. Report 
10.1 For each pressuremeter test the folloWing observa-
tions shall be recorded 
I 0 l l Type of test (Procedure A or B) and date 
10 I 2 Bonng number. 
l 0 l 3 S1ze of probe 
10 1.4 Descnpt1on of membrane and sheath on probe and 
cal1bratton 
I 0 I 5 Depth of center pomt of probe 
I 0.1.6 Pressure or volume steps 
10 1.7 Volume readmgs at 30 and 60-s elapsed t1me for 
each load mcrement for Procedure A, pressure readmgs at 30 
and 60-s elapsed ttme for Procedure B 
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FIG. 11 Det.rmtnallon of Umtt Prenure from Inverse of Volume 
Versus Preaaure 
10 1.9 Volume versus pressure graph, pressuremeter mod-
ulus, hm1t pressure. 
10 I 10 CaltbratiOn curves 
I 0 2 In addtt10n, the folloWing observations shall be 
recorded for the bonng 
10 2 I Bonng number 
I 0 2 2 Log of so1! condtt10ns 
10 2 3 Reference elevation 
I 0 2 4 Depth of water m the hole at the ttme of test 
I 0 2 5 Method of malang the hole and method of pre-
panng the cavtty 
10 2 6 Type oftestmg equtpment used 
10 2.7 Notes on dnvtng res1stance m the bonng (SPT test 
Nvalue) 
10 2 8 Weather and temperature 
I 0 2 9 Name of dnlhng foreman 
ll. Precision and Bias 
II I The smgle most Important factor m the successful 
completiOn of a prebonng pressuremeter test IS the prepara-
tiOn of a good hole A good hole 1s very d1fficult to prepare m 
very soft clays and very loose sands The pressuremeter hm1t 
pressure 1s relatively msens1ttve to the qual1ty of the 
borehole, however, the pressuremeter modulus 1s much more 
sensitive to the quahty of the borehole 
II 2 The subcommittee IS seelang pertment data from 
users of th1s test method to develop a preciSion statement 
The American Soc1ety lor Testing lllld Materials takes no posd/on respecting the vel1d1ty of any patent r~ghts assflf!ed In connection 
with any dem mentiOned m th1s stanaard User:; of th1s standard are expressly advised that determmatlon of the validity of any such 
patent r~ghts, and the fiSk of Infringement of such rights, ere ent1rely thelf own respons1b1l1ty 
ThiS standll!d IS subJect to revision at any time by the responsible techmca/ committee and must be rev1ewed every IIV8 years and 
If not reVIsed, enher reapproved or wnhdrawn Your comments are mvded 9/ther lor reviSIOn of th1s standard or lor addmonal standards 
lllld should be addressed to ASTM Headquarter:. Your comments Will receiV9 careful consideration at a meetmg of the responsible 
techmcal commnree. WhiCh you may atf!"'d If you feel that your comments have not receiVed a fair heermg you should make your 
v1ews known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, 1916 Raca St, Philadelphia, PA 19103 
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